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SUMMARY

The performance of avionics wavelength division multiplexed (WDM)
fiber optic systems was analyzed using an Optical Circuit Analysis
Program (OCAP) developed during the study. Design solutions were
found for several sets of Air Force avionics information transfer
specifications, and sensitivity analysis techniques using OCAP
were used to show that the solutions were reliable. Recommenda-
tions were made on key component developments which could result
in major advancements in WDM system design. These developments
would include diffraction grating WDM couplers, high speed-high
power light emitting diodes, and pin-FET receivers. Quantitative
analysis of an avionics WDM system using these components indi-
cates performance beyond that previoasly thought possible. Three
specified Air Force WDM avionics systems were designed which could
be fabricated using technology availaale in the 1983-1985 time
frame. Air Force system I, a four-wavelength, duplex, 100-Mb/s,
point-to-point system, was designed using light emitting diode
(LED) sources and pin detectors. Wavelengths selected in one
direction were 800 nm and 900 nm; in the opposite direction,
1300 run and 1550 nm were selected. Lensed dichroic couplers would
provide the wavelength selectivity. Air Force system II, an
eight-wavelength, codirectional, 300-Mb/s, point-to-point system,
was designed using laser diode sources with channel wavelengths
from 760 nm to 847.5 nm. Silicon pin detectors were used and dif-
fraction grating mulitplex/demultiplex couplers were selected.
Air Force system III, a 32-terminal, 2-wavelength, 20-Mb/s data
ous, was designed using LED sources driving channels at 800 nm and
900 nm. Lensed dichroic couplers were used for wavelength selec-
tivity and a transmissive star coupler was used for terminal dis-
tribution. Silicon pin photodiodes were selected as detectors for
both channels.

A design for a WDM demonstration system was developed which allows
WDM systems to be demonstrated and WDM components to be tested.
The WDM demonstration system was designed for laboratory bench
applications and features a modular organization to provide for
maximum user flexibility. Operational modes of the system are (a)
AETMS demonstration, (b) AETMS self-test, and (c) individual chan-
nel operation. Up to eight channels (eight wavelengths) can be
supported by the system and bidirectional operation is possible
for the proper selection of transmitter, receiver, and coupler
modules. Mechanical packaging of the WDM demonstration system is
based on modular transmitter, receiver, and coupler units which
fit into rack-mountable cabinets. The AETMS, self-test, and power
supply system parts were designed to be built into the cabinets.
Electrical connections, source drive adjustments, and operating
controls are located on front panel surfaces. Intermodule optical
connections are made with single fiber jumper cables. Examples
are given of the use of the WDM demonstration system for
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SUMMARY (continued)

measurements of system' performance parameters such as bit error
rate, link delay, optical dynamic range, and rise time. Recommen-
dations are made on key future component developments which could
enhance avionic WDM systems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Final Technical Report is CDRL item number 11 of Air Force

contract F33615-81-C-1481 and covers the time period 15 June 1981

to 16 August 1982. All contract effort is covered by this report

and, of necessity, some previously delivered information is

repeated in this document.

The central program objective, as contained in the contract state-

ment of work (SOW), was "to establish wavelength division multi-

plexing (WDM) technology base line designs which can be used to

satisfy current avionics information transfer requirements and

still be extendable for use in future applications." The title of

the reported work is "A Study of Wavelength Division Multiplexing

for Avionics Applications." Specific avionics applications to be

considered were defined in the SOW (attached as Appendix A) and

the study was constrained to the use of components which would be

available in the 1983-1985 time frame. Four major tasks were car-

ried out under the contract to complete the required work. These

tasks, which are sequentially discussed in the body of this

report, were (a) technology survey, (b) base line systems design,

(c) system sensitivity analysis, and (d) demonstraLion system

design. The various tasks were led by senior level engineers and

scientists specializing in the required areas.
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Significant technical accomplishments were made by the program.

The major accomplishment was completion of the first in depth

quantitative study of avionics WDM systems. Previous work had

concentrated on component performance or on simple two-channel WDM

systems. The work reported in this document started with avail-

able component data and ended with quantitatively analyzed ationic

system designs which have up to eight optical channels. The sys-

tem performance calculations show that the optical links designed,

under this contract will function within specifications using cur-

rently demonstrated components. Overall avionics WDM system per-

formance should improve using the superior components which are

forecast to be available in the 1983 to 1985 time frame.

Analysis of the study results led to a new concept for avionics

WDM systems which takes advantage of diffraction grating couplers,

high speed-high power light emitting diodes, and pin-FET

receivers. The synergistic interactions of these components

result in system design possibilities that address current design

problems. Recognitition of these design possibilities was made

possible by use of the "optical circuit analysis" computer pro-

grams developed during the study with the use of component data

collected during the study. Quantitative considerations of the

new system designs show that laser diodes and avalanche photo-

diodes (APD) can be eliminated in many cases where they were pre-

viously required. Recommendations concerning these new systems

are made at the end of this report.

23202 2
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The WDM for Avionics Applications program was organized as illus-

trated in the rather complicated diagram of Figure 1.0-1. Program

activities were divided into four areas:

a. Technology forecast

b. Conceptual system design

C. System sensitivity analysis

d. Demonstration system development

Figure 1.0-1 shows the detailed interactions between these activi-

ties and shows the approximate schedule on which the activities

ran. The many interactions between activities were necessary to

ensure that a cooperative combination of technical talent contrib-

uted to meeting the program objectives. The following sections of

this report cover the individual activities, activity interac-

tions, program conclusions, and recommendations.

23202 3
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2.0 COMPONENTS AND TECHNOLOGY FORECAST

The purpose of the components and technology forecast task was "to

identify component developments which could provide for

improved/expanded capability in the 1982-1985 time frame." The

identified component developments were to be used in the base line

system designs. A literature search and an industry survey were

the central elements of the components and technology task. The

outputs of the task were component selections for systems use,

component sensitivities for analysis purposes, a bibliography, an

industry survey report, and a selection of possible component

developments. The three subsections of this section cover in turn

the literature search, industry survey, and technology forecast.

2.1 Literature Search

The starting point for the literature search was an extensive set

of references on WDM collected at ITT EOPD over several years by a

number of people. This material had not been formally organized

nor had a formal search been made to ensure completeness. Both of

these efforts were accomplished during the current investigation.

Literature searches were made on WDM systems and components. Both

"by hand" searches tracking down citations used in key reference

papers were performed and computer data base searches were done

using major technical data bases. The result of this effort was

the bibliography included as Appendix D. This bibliography is an

up-to-date, organized collection of the technical publications in

23202 5



the WDM field. All of these publications were reviewed for use in

the current work.

2.2 Industry Survey

All manufacturers of fiber optic systems and components are aware

of the future prospects of WDM technology and have plans, often

proprietary, for developing WDM products. Fiber manufacturers,

for example, produce "dual-window" fiber which has good perform-

ance at both short (-850 nm) and long (-1300 nm) wavelengths. To

estimate the interest in WDM among the fiber optics industrial

community, ITT EOPD contacted organizations identified as having

or thought to have interests in WDM. The list of these organiza-

tions was drawn up using previously published surveys, promotional

material, and personal knowledge. This list, organized by type of

component, is included as Appendix B. The WDM components learned

about through telephone contact with the listed organizations are

listed in separate parts of Appendix B. This components list is

known not to be complete because some manufacturers were not able

to supply "absolutely up-to-date" information on their WDM prod-

ucts. Other manufacturers produce WDM products on a research and

development (R&D) basis and could not be specific about compo-

nents. Yet others had products "planned for release in the near

future" and were unable to supply information in time for this

report. In spite of these problems, the industry survey which was

carried out was very useful. The survey showed that WDM is being

23202 6
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taken seriously by the industry, most necessary components are

available in small quantities now, and development is active on

advanced WDM components. Examples of this situation are tightly

specified laser diode and WDM coupler availability. These key

components are produced on a custom basis now but several organi-

zations have the capability of becoming large volume suppliers to

WDM system builders as the demand grows. Reduction in costs of

these key components and availability in a shorter period of time

could be achieved by carefully selected development contracts.

Paragraph 2.3 of this report mentions several areas which seem to

be promising.

2.3 Technology Forecast

The technology forecast provided component selections for the Air

Force base line system designs and suggestions for component

developments which would be of use to WDM avionics systems. The

technology forecast task also provided the detailed component data

needed for the system sensitivity analysis of the base line

designs. The key components, because of their wavelength selec-

tivity, were sources, detectors, and couplers. Detailed descrip-

tions of these components form the following subsections of this

report. Optical cable and optical connectors, while they are

major system components, do not have strong wavelength dependent

performance when used in the short lengths required for avionic

applications.

23202 7



2.3.1 Sources

The optical sources appropriate for fiber optic avionics systems

are injection laser diodes (ILD) and light emitting diodes. These

sources must be chosen for a specific system based on coupled

optical power, spectral emission, and projected reliability.

Table 2.3.1-1 compares these sources in a qualitative way which

is, in some cases, sufficient for initial selection for use in a

WDM system. The general information in Table 2.3.1-1 more often

can be used to exclude a certain source type from consideration in

a specific system.

The short fiber optic system lengths which will be used in avionic

systems diminish the effects of optical fiber attenuation and dis-

persion and allow wide latitude in the selection of system channel

wavelengths. In principle, if the system fiber is free of major

absorption peaks, channel wavelengths could be allocated from the

visible part of the spectrum to the near infrared oxide absorption

edge. The ILD and LED sources which operate in this spectral

region are made of alloys of group III and group V elements doped

with appropriate impurity elements and grown into various junction

and waveguide-containing structures. The material composition of

the active (light emitting) region determines the emission wave-

length of the source.

23202 8
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Table 2.3.1-1. Source Candidates for Avionics WDM Systems.

Source Type Advantages Disadvantages

Injection • High coupled power & High temperature
laser diodes sensitivity
(ILD) • Narrow spectral emission

* Spontaneous
0 High speed emission*

* Suspect reliabil-

ity

* Cooling required

0 Poor availability
of units meeting
wavelength speci-

fications

0 High cost

Light emitting * Low temperature sensi- • Moderate coupled
diodes (LED) tivity power

* Good reliability * Wide emission
spectrum

* Moderate cost
M Speed/power 

trade

• Good availability off

* Moderate speed

*This is not a disadvantage compared with light emitting diodes

but compared with a "perfect" laser.

23202 9



AlGaAs laser diodes and light emitting diodes for fiber optic sys-

tems are commercially available between 800 nm and 900 nm.

Recently, AlGaAs laser diodes (and light emitting diodes) with

central emission wavelengths between 750 nm and 800 nm have been

developed for video disc applications. Use of these devices

allows a wider spectral range and, consequently, increased isola-

tion between transmission channels or an increased number of oper-

ating channels. The AlGaAs technology has been developed to a

high degree.

The second source wavelength regime is between 1200 nm and 1600 nm

and utilizes InGaAsP technology. These devices are in active

development and therefore have not reached the reliability and

repeatability levels of the more mature AlGaAs technology.

InGaAsP devices will remain developmental until high volume pro-

duction is achieved.

The primary source parameters afiecting system performance are

a. Modulation rate versus output power

b. Central wavelength tolerance

c. Spectral characteristics

d. Modal characteristics (laser diodes only)

e. Coupled power into the pigtail fiber

23202 10



Since the output power of semiconductor sources is dependent on

data rate, the modulation limitations of these devices must be

known. The inherent modulation rate of semiconductors is depend-

ent on the spontaneous carrier lifetime. The relative power

response (P(f)) is approximated by

1
p(f) = --------------

(1 + (ft) 2 )1 / 2  
(2-1)

where

f = frequency

T = carrier lifetime

For a fixed carrier lifetime, the modulation rate increases and

the output power decreases. Increasing the modulation capacity of

an LED requires low carrier lifetimes. This is accomplished by

doping the emission region with a suitable material to decrease

carrier lifetime.

Currently, light emitting diodes are commercially available which

have modulation rates approaching 150 MHz without a decrease in

optical power. At higher rates, manufacturers must make trade

offs between high speed and optical power. Typically, high speed

devices have low output powers and conversely high output light

emitting diodes have low modulation frequencies. The system

design engineer must be cognizant of this limitation when select-

ing sources for WDM systems.

23202 11



Optical output of a laser diode is composed of spontaneous emis-

sion and stimulated emission. The stimulated carrier lifetime is

extremely low (<10-10 s) and modulation frequencies extending into

the gigahertz range are common. However, the spontaneous carrier

lifetime becomes the limiting factor in achieving these high band-

widths. This is a reason for prebiasing a laser diode at the

threshold current. By modulating the laser diode in its stimu-

lated state, the transmission data rate is not limited by spontan-

eous carrier lifetimes. The Air Force system requirements call

for a 300 Mb/s (-150 MHz) data rate for the fastest system. Laser

diodes would easily meet this requirement and light emitting

diodes may be considered as sources if their operating limitations

are incorporated into the system design.

A tight tolerance on the source central emitting wavelength is

required to reduce optical losses and to limit crosstalk between

transmission channels. The central wavelength of a semiconductor

is determined from its band gap energy (Xc -1.24/Eg). Devices can

be fabricated with different emission wavelengths by changing the

material composition of the sources. Because the growth process

of a wafer is not an exact science, fluctuations in band gap

energy occur within the wafer and from wafer to wafer. Conse-

quently, the wavelength tolerance between chips from the same

wafer can be 3 nm for InGaAsP and AlGaAs devices. The central

wavelength tolerance of sources from different wafer growths is

23202 12



typically 30 nm for AlGaAs laser diodes and approximately 100 nm

for InGaAsP light emitting diodes. Some manufacturers can select

from a number of laser growths to a tolerance of ±2.5 nm. Manu-

facturers of AlGaAs light emitting diodes typically specify the

central wavelength to be within a 50 nm spectral range. For wave-

length multiplexing applications, a screening process or tight

specification is required to select ILD and LED sources with out-

puts that fall within the required wavelength interval. The

degree of tolerance is dependent on the WDM system requirements.

The spectral distribution of semiconductor source emission is

another critical performance factor in WDM systems. Determina-

tion, often empirical, of this parameter is required to achieve

low loss and low crosstalk. Figure 2.3.1-1 is the spectral energy

distribution for an InGaAsP laser diode. A standard technique in

evaluating this distribution is to divide the distribution into

two components - in-band radiation and out-of-band radiation. For

a laser diode, the in-band radiation is defined as the stimulated

'emission, and the out-of-band radiation is the spontaneous emis-

sion outside the laser diode's stimulated spectral bandwidth. A

laser diode has more than 90% of its total energy within the 10 dB

point. The total energy is expressed by

PT(X) = f 2p(X)dX
X1  (2-2)

23202 13
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where

P(W) laser diode (or LED) spectral distribution

Xl and X2 = source spectral limits

The above definition is not suitable when considering an LED.

Figure 2.3.1-2 is the spectral energy distribution for an LED.

The spontaneous emission is quite broad (-50 nm for AlGaAs devices

and -100 nm for InGaAsP devices). The definition of in-band and

out-of-band energy (total energy) is expressed within particular

wavelength intervals for purposes of WDM system analysis. Total

emitted power, PT, is

PT = f P(X)dX + f P(X)dX + f P(X)dX
XI  Ai Xf (2-3)

where

P(X) = LED energy distribution

X, = short wavelength limit

X2 = long wavelength limit

Xi = initial short wavelength limit for in-band radiation

xf = final long wavelength limit for in-band radiation

Specific wavelength integral limits are determined by the place-

ment of the WDM system channels. The sum of the first and third

integrals is the out-of-band power (crosstalk) while the second

integral is the in-band channel power.

232U2 15
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A laser diode is a coherent emitter and its modal characteristics

will affect system performance in two ways - laser modal noise and

spectral width. The number of longitudinal modes will define the

laser diode spectral width. A laser is classified as a multimode

device when the spectral width is 3 nm to 5 nm for AlGaAs laser

diodes and between 6 nm and 9 nm for InGaAsP laser diodes. As the

number of modes is decreased, the width decreases. For WDM sys-

tems with many optical channels, narrow spectral widths are

required. Ideally, the narrower the spectral width, the easier it

is to multiplex optical channels. Figure 2.3.1-3 is an illustra-

tion of the spectral emission of a laser diode with several

modes.

The wavelength spacing between adjacent modes is expressed by

X
2

2WX (2-4)

where

X = central wavelength

n = effective refractive index of the waveguide

X = cavity length

The illustrated InGaAsP laser diode has a mode spacing of approxi-

mately 1 nm. Increasing the cavity length or increasing the

effective refractive index reduces the mode spacing. AlGaAs

23202 17
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multimode laser diodes have slightly smaller wavelength intervals

between modes than InGaAsP laser diodes.

The total power emitted by an ILD is contained within an extremely

narrow spectral region. This narrow width is beneficial for

achieving increased channel separation and reduced tolerance on

the central wavelength. An additional benefit is that the laser

diode spontaneous emission is reduced with single-mode laser

diodes. Figure 2.3.1-4 is a power versus drive current curve for

an example single-mode laser diode and multimode laser diode.

The level of spontaneous emission is often significantly reduced

for a single-mode laser and system crosstalk is reduced.

Although there are advantages to a single-mode laser over a multi-

mode laser, a primary disadvantage is modal noise. The coupling

between a single-mode laser diode and a multimode fiber produces

instabilities in the propagation of light. This noise can create

an amplitude modulation of the received signal due to physical

movement of the fiber, couplers, or connectors. Modal noise prob-

lems are well documented for analog fiber optic systems; however,

in digital operation trade offs are possible with the digital data

format (nonreturn-to-zero (nrz), Manchester, etc.) to reduce the

effects of modal noise.
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The last source parameter to be considered affecting system per-

formance is the coupling efficiency between the source (ILD or

LED) and an optical fiber. As the source technology has advanced,

the optical structure of devices (primarily laser diodes) has been

changing to optimize performance, lifetime, and coupling. The

primary factors affecting coupling efficiency are source spatial

distribution, source geometry, and fiber numerical aperture (NA).

Coupling efficiency into a fiber is determined! by integrating the

angular distribution of the source and is expressed by (meridional

rays only):

f 1(e) sin Ode
0

CE =-----------------
11/2

f I(G) sin ode
0 (2-5)

where

1(0) = source angular distribution

ec = fiber critical angle

Oc = sin
-1 (NA)

If the source is lambertian, as is the case for a surface emitting

LED, then I(e) = 10 cos 0. The coupling efficiency is approxi-

mately equal to the square of the accepting fiber NA (assumes

source diameter less than the fiber core diameter).
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The coupling efficiency of a lambertian LED (surface cross section

less than fiber cross section) to a fiber with an NA equal to 0.25

is approximately 6% (-12 dB). Coupling efficiency of an edge

emitting LED is different from that of a lambertian source. Fig-

ure 2.3.1-5 illustrates the far-field pattern (i.e., angular dis-

tribution) for an edge emitting, double heterostructure LED.

Radiation guiding perpendicular to the junction plane is due to

the heterostructures and thus the emission half angle (divergence)

is less than 40*. However, radiation guidance does not occur for

the emission parallel to the junction plane, and the angular emis-

sion is approximately lambertian. Consequently, the emission pat-

tern is elliptical and the coupling efficiency to an optical fiber

is better than that of a surface emitting LED. An integration

over the angular emission pattern and the fiber NA is required to

determine the coupling efficiency.

The actual coupling process is usually accomplished with a flat

butt coupling between the fiber and the source. Increased cou-

pling efficiency can be attained by lensing the fiber end face

and/or tapering the fiber.

The coupling efficiency between a laser diode and a fiber is pri-

marily determined from the angular emission. This is due to the

elimination of the area ratio mismatch between the active surface

and the multimode fiber core diameter. The divergence of a laser
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diode is illustrated in Figure 2.3.1-6. The divergence is

inversely proportional to the active width or active thickness of

the laser diode for devices with a relatively thick (>0.4 mn)

active layer. This active thickness produces a beam perpendicular

to the junction plane and its high emission angle (±350) is due to

diffraction. The angular emission angle (±150) parallel to the

junction plane is lower due to the increased spot size of the

emission region. The coupling efficiency between a laser diode

and a multimode fiber is typically greater than 50%. Special

fiber preparation, i.e., lensing and/or tapering, can increase the

coupling efficiency to greater than 80%.

A detailed knowledge of the preceding source parameters must be

acquired prior to design and fabrication of a WDM system. Addi-

tional parameters such as temperature sensitivity, reliability,

radiation resistance, etc., must and have been considered in the

selection process.

2.3.2 Photodetectors

Selection of a photodiode is dependent on spectral response, band-

width, and environmental factors. Currently, three detector com-

positions are used within the fiber optic transmission window.

These are germanium (Ge), silicon (Si), and InGaAs(P)/InP. The Ge

photodetector is unique in that its spectral response extends over
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the entire wavelength regime. Two types of Ge detectors are com-

mercially available - the pin photodiode and the avalanche photo-

diode (APD). Both devices exhibit high noise and limited

bandwidths. Additionally, Ge detectors have a response often

dependent on the position of the light spot relative to the active

surface. Although Ge detector technology has matured in the

optics world, integration into fiber optics has not occurred.

This is due to other technologies offering substantial advantages

in fiber optic communications.

Silicon detectors are the most developed devices in fiber optic

transmission systems. This technology has undergone substantial

development so that off-the-shelf Si photodetectors are readily

available to all fiber optic users. Two types of diodes are used

in optical communications - pin detectors and APD detectors.

These diodes are useful in the 700-nm to 1000-nm wavelength

regime. Figure 2.3.2-1 illustrates the typical spectral response

of a pin detector. Peak responsivity occurs near 900 nm and

changes less than 10% between 700 nm and 900 nm. For wavelengths

greater than 1000 nm, the spectral response decreases rapidly.

Silicon is an indirect band gap semiconductor with an absorption

edge located at approximately 1150 nm. For wavelengths greater

than 1150 nm, silicon does not absorb photons and electron-hole

excitation does not occur (i.e., transparency). This behavior of
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Si can be exploited in WDM systems because channels with wave-

lengths >1150 nm do not interact with silicon detectors. By a

proper choice of detector type, crosstalk can be reduced.

The modulation bandwidth of silicon devices (pin and AP) can be

greater than hundreds of megahertz. Low noise and high bandwidth

(>100 MHz pin and 200 MHz APD) receivers using silicon detectors

are routinely fabricated. The advent of pin-FET combinations has

yielded comparable bandwidth performance to APD diodes. Although

the FET technology is in the developmental stage, enough progress

has been made to predict their eventual high volume production.

The pin-FET combinations have advantages over the avalanche photo-

diodes which require high reverse bias (hundreds of volts) and

have high sensitivity to nuclear radiation.

The third detector type is the ternary or quaternary semiconductor

photodiode based on InGaAsP. Their spectral response is between

1000 nm and 1600 nm for this new technology with continuing devel-

opment. Presently, such pin diodes are commercially available at

a significantly higher cost than silicon devices (factor of 10),

but avalanche photodiodes are not readily available.

Bandwidth and spectral responsivity are the dominant optical

parameters that must be known for the InGaAsP decectors. Band-

width has been determined because it is a parameter that has

23202 28
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become increasingly important for optical fibers with low attenua-

tion and low dispersion within this wavelength regime. High band-

width detectors are required to effectively use this transmission

region; however, simple pin devices typically have bandwidths less

than 100 MHz.

The technology for avalanche photodiodes made with InGaAsP has not

advanced to a state where availability can be predicted. However,

the technology for InGaAsP pin-FET detectors is undergoing rapid

development and devices are beginning to appear on the commercial

market. Bandwidths exceeding 200 MHz have been reported in scien-

tific publications.

The second optical parameter of importance for the InGaAsP detec-

tors is the spectral responsivity. By varying the material com-

position of quaternaries (InGaAsP), it is possible to fabricate

wavelength selective detectors within the 1200 nm to 1600 nm wave-

length interval. Figure 2.3.2-2 is an illustration of band gap

energy as composition parameter "y" for InlxGaxAsyPl-y nearly

lattice matched to InP. Selection of suitable material constants

(x,y) will yield a detector that has wavelength tunability within

1200 nm and 1600 nm. Figure 2.3.2-3 illustrates the spectral

response of an InGaAsP/InP photodiode. This selectivity of a

spectral response will have a significant beneficial effect on

crosstalk reduction between transmission channels.
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A parametric analysis among detectors is a required system design

effort prior to fabrication. By analyzing the detector optical

characteristics, optimum system performance can be realized.

Table 2.3.2-1 summarizes some of the detector characteristics cov-

ered.

2.3.3 WDM Couplers

The key optical component necessary for WDM transmission is the

coupler necessary to perform the multiplexing/demultiplexing func-

tion. The chief optical parameters affecting system performance

are

a. Multiplex/demultiplex coupler loss

b. Optical isolation between transmission channels
(crosstalk)

Two basic coupler designs are possible - wavelength independent

couplers with optical filters and wavelength dependent couplers.

The former technique uses a coupler which is independent of

wavelength in combination with wavelength selective filters or

detectors. An obvious example of such WDM is the use of one

wavelength between 800 nm and 900 nm and a second wavelength

between 1200 nm and 1600 nm. The inherent spectral response of Si

detectors and InGaAs(P)/InP detectors would provide thp optical

isolation. However, this coupler type could only be used to

multiplex two channels. Additionally, the maximum theoretical

coupling efficiency for either transmission channel would be 25%
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Table 2.3.2-1. Photodetectors for Consideration for WDM Systems.

Type Advantages Disadvantages

Germanium • Mature technology • High noise

& Avalanche photodiodes • Limited bandwidth
available compared to Si

* Wide spectral • Low APD gain
sensitivity

Silicon • Mature technology * Transparent toI wavelengths >1100 nm
• pin and APD available

* Low cost

* pin-FET technique
useful

InGaAsP Responsive from • Developing technology
-1000 nm to 1600 nm

0 APD not readily
InP capping layer can available
be used to reduce
crosstalk • High cost

Spectral response can • Unknown reliability
be adjusted by
composition change

pin-FET technique
useful
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(3 dB coupling loss for each coupler). This technique is not

suitable for the majority of WDM systems and, therefore,

wavelength independent couplers with filters or selective

detectors can be eliminated from consideration.

The wavelength dependent coupler technique is the preferred

approach in achieving optimum WDM system performance. Two

techniques are available to provide the selectivity: wavelength

dependent interference filters (dichroics) and angularly

dispersive elements (prisms and diffraction gratings). Figure

2.3.3-1 illustrates the coupler designs. The dichroic filter

coupler utilizes interference filters to multiplex/demultiplex the

optical signals. The coupler functions through the collimation

and refocusing of optical beams through lenses and wavelength

selective dichroic filters which transmit or reflect specific

wavelengths. These couplers offer good coupling efficiency and

good optical isolation between transmission channels. They are

stable devices which do not require an extremely high tolerance on

the source central wavelength. This would have a significant cost

impact when compared to coupling devices requiring a high

tolerance on source stability.

The second coupler configuration is the prism device. This cou-

pling technique uses the dispersive properties of a prism to per-

form the multiplexing/demultiplexing functions. The dispersive
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properties of a prism are nonlinear with respect to wavelength,

and this is the primary reason that the prism coupler is not con-

sidered a superior technique for multiplexing/demultiplexing opti-

cal channels.

A highly publicized design for an angular dispersive WDM coupler

is the diffraction grating coupler. The diffraction grating cou-

pler uses diffraction of light to perform the multiplexing/

demultiplexing of the optical channels. This type of coupler is

mandatory when WDM transmission of many channels (approximately

eight) is required. The optical coupling efficiency and optical

isolation between channels is dependent on the coupler and the

optical characteristics of the sources (laser diodes or light

emitting diodes). Although both types of sources could be used in

a grating coupler, optimum performance is achieved with laser

diodes (due to their narrow spectral widths).

Of the three types of wavelength selective couplers, the dichroic

filter and diffraction grating couplers are preferred for

multiplexing/demultiplexing optical channels. Each technique has

advantages and disadvantages. The specific system operating

requirements will dictate which type of coupler is required.

Table 2.3.3-1 lists the coupler types and their known advantages

and disadvantages. Each of the possible coupler types discussed

in this section has been fabricated at at least several
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Table 2.3.3-1. Wavelength Division Multiplexing Coupler Types.

Coupler Type Advantages Disadvantages

Wavelength • Simple • High loss
independent with
selective filters a Low cost • Limited to a few
or detectors channels

Dichroic filter • Simple * Loss increases
with number of

0 Low cost channels

* Demonstrated High initial cost
temperature stable for filters

1 10 channels
demonstrated

Prism • Loss not a function Nonlinear
of number of dispersion
channels

0 Large size or
• Many channels exotic prism

possible materials
required

6 Tight source
specs

Grating * Loss not a function * Tight source
of number of specs
channels

0 Unknown stability
* Many channels

possible

0 Many good results
published
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organizations and successful optical performance has been

reported. Little data exists, however, on environmental

stability, reliability, and cost.

2.3.4 Recommended Component Development

Major improvements are possible in the design of WDM avionics

systems for the 1983-1985 time frame if some critical component

development work is done. This possible work, outlined in Table

2.3.4-1, is in the areas of sources, detectors, and couplers. The

arguments for the choices made in Table 2.3.4-1 stem largely from

basic avionics systems requirements.

Replacement of lasers and avalanche photodiodes with light

emitting diodes and pin-field effect transistors would improve

system performance. The current reasons for using lasers and

avalanche photodiodes are (a) the existence of high optical losses

and (b) the need for high system speed. The pin-FET receivers,

with sensitivity and speed approaching that of APD receivers,

could be used in LED powered systems. High speed light emitting

diodes (>200 MHz) could eliminate the need for lasers in all but

the most demanding links. It is well known that lasers and

avalanche photodiodes using fiber optic circuits are less reliable

and more expensive than circuits using light emitting diodes and

pins. Development of avionics light emitting diodes and pins
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Table 2.3.4-1. Recommended Avionics WDM Component Developments.

Component Rationale

High speed light emitting
diodes Eliminate or reduce need for lasers

pin-FET receivers Eliminate need for APD photodetectors

Wavelength stable lasers Allow closer WDM channel spacing

WDM couplers with many
channels (>8) Provide more capacity per fiber

Optical connectors and
fibers Reduce insertion loss and variations

in insertion loss of connections
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(including pin-field effect transistors) would greatly advance the

time frame for actual use of avionics WDM fiber optic systems.

to make the most of the available information transfer capacity of

avionics fiber optic links, WDM couplers should be developed with

more channels and higher selectivity. These couplers, which would

most likely use diffraction gratings, would be the basic multi-

plexing elements in very large systems. As the sensitivity analy-

sis work of this report shows, such selective couplers would

enable LED sources to be used in systems where lasers are now con-

sidered necessary.

WDM avionics systems share a common need with non-WDM systems for

low loss and low variation in connectors. It is necessary in air-

craft construction to provide cable connectors between major air-

frame subassemblies as well as at the avionics modules being

connected. Currently available connectors seriously compromise

system designs which use a large number (>4) of connectors in

series. This problem is evident in Section 3.0 of this report

where base line designs for the Air Force specified systems are

developed. For. each connector in a link, ITT EOPD shows that a

loss of 1.2 ±0.5 dB is incurred. A link with six connectors suf-

fers a loss of 7.2 ±3.0 dB for the connectors alone. It should be

possible, by connector development and by cable specification, to

reduce these losses and to ease the system design problems they

cause.
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3.0 AIR FORCE BASE LINE SYSTEM DESIGNS

The detailed designs produced for three Air Force specified sys-

tems are presented in this section along with the technical

rationale to support the designs. Some of this rationale is

derived from the Technology Forecast, Section 2.0. It must be

remembered, when considering these designs, that technology to

build the systems at low risk must be available in the 1983-1985

time frame. This study has attempted to gage the pace of develop-

ment of the critical items (sources, detectors, and couplers) and

is designed for the 1983-1985 time frame. The study makes clear

the importance of tightly specified laser diodes, pin-field effect

transistor (FET) detector-amplifiers, and WDM couplers. Stimula-

tion of development in each of these areas is needed.

The specifications for the three Air Force systems defined in the

SOW (attached as Appendix A) are contained in Table 3.0-1. Refer-

ence to these specifications should be made during consideration

of the base line designs.

3.1 Air Force System I - Synchronous Bidirectional Link

The base line design for system I is illustrated in Figure 3.1-1.

Simultaneous transmission of clock and data in both directions is

achieved through the use of two nearly identical lensed dichroic

couplers (see paragraph 2.3.3). The couplers are not exactly
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Table 3.0-1. Air Force System Specifications.

SYSTEM I

Air Force selected parameters (system I)

Multichannel, point-to-point link

Duplex

Protocol: one to n emitters transmitting at any
one time

Digital data rate (DR): DR >100 Mb/s per channel

Number of wavelengths (n): n >4

SYSTEM II

Air Force selected parameters (system II)

Multichannel, point-to-point link

Simplex (undirectional)

Protocol: one to n emitters transmitting at any
one time

Digital data rate (DR): DR >300 Mb/s per channel

Number of wavelengths (n): n >8
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Table 3.0-1. Air Force System Specifications (continued).

SYSTEM III

Air Force selected parameters (system III)

Multiterminal data bus

Protocol: one to n emitters transmitting at any
one time

Number of terminals (m): 3 <m '32

Number of wavelengths (n): 2 <n <8

Digital data rate (DR): 1 Mb/s <DR 420 Mb/s per channel
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identical because fibers of increasingly larger core diameters are

used as paths tc pi.opagate the desired signal over the link. That

is, 50-um core fibers are used to couple LED sources to the lensed

dichroic couplers; a 100-pm core fiber is used for the transmis-

sion fiber and 200-m core fibers are used at detectors. This

technique is predicted to give 1.5 ±0.5 dB loss in all the desired

signal paths of the lensed dichroic couplers.

Since system I has a minimum requirement of 100 Mb/s data rate, it

is possible to use LED sources and pin photodiode detectors. In

this study, light emitting diodes will be selected over lasers

whenever possible because of their reduced cost and more desirable

environmental characteristics. Similarly, pin photodiodes will be

selected over avalanche photodiodes because the latter are far

less desirable for avionics applications, e.g., cost requirements

for a temperature compensated high voltage bias and susceptibility

to nuclear radiation when that becomes a consideration. For the

initial analysis, a restricted data code which guarantees occa-

sional transitions within the data and requires a channel band-

width of approximately one-half the data rate will be assumed.

Such schemes include scrambled nonreturn-to-zero (nrz), delay mod-

ulation code, and bit insertion.

An analysis of the performance of system I is summarized in Table

3.1-1. This analysis represents the performance expected from
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Table 3.1-1. System I - Synchronous Bidirectional Link
Performance Analysis.

Item Loss

Two lensed dichroic couplers (1.5 ±0.5 dB) 3.0 ±1.0 dB

Two connectors (1.2 ±0.5 dB) 2.4 ±1.0 dB

100-m fiber (at 4.0 dB/km) 0.4 dB

Total path loss 5.8 t2.0 dB

Source coupled power -13.0 ±0.5 dBm

Detector coupled power -18.8 ±2.5 dBm

Receiver sensitivity (100 Mb/s nrz) -29.0 dBm

Link performance margin 10.2 ±2.5 dB
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undegraded components. Temperature effects will be considered in

the sensitivity analysis. The design rationale flow chart used

for system I is shown in Table 3.1-2.

3.2 System II - Eight Channel Unidirectional rink

The base line design for system II is illustrated in Figure 3.2-1.

Simultaneous transmission of data over eight separate channels in

the same direction is achieved with two nine-port diffraction

grating couplers. As in system I, increasingly larger fibers (as

signals propagate through desired signal paths) are used to mini-

mize coupler throughput loss. The desired path loss of

1.5 ±0.5 dB is also predicted for the diffraction grating couplers

used in system II.

Since system II has a minimum data rate requirement of 300 Mb/s,

semiconductor injection laser diode sources must be used because

LED devices presently do not provide adequate speed. Use of a

restricted data code is also assumed for system II; that is, a

channel bandwidth of approximately 150 MHz is required.

All lasers used in system II are AlGaAs with equally spaced

(12.5 nm spacing) wavelengths over the range of 760 nm to

847.5 nm. The technology to develop these lasers is predicted to

be available within the near future as a result of development for

the optical disc recorder markets. Silicon pin photodiodes are
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Table 3.1-2. Design Rationale Flow Chart for System I.

Specification Design Decision

Duplex (over one fiber) Use 800-900 nm region for one
direction and 1200-1600 nm
region for other direction to
reduce near-end crosstalk

Number of wavelengths >4 Use lensed dichroic couplers for
simplicity, reliability, and low
cost; consider grating couplers
only if number of wavelengths >8

Data rate )100 Mb/s per channel Sources can be light emitting
diodes if number of wavelengths
<6

Wavelengths Separate by >100 nm to reduce
far-end crosstalk
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used for all detectors. System II performance is summarized in

Table 3.2-1 and the design rationale flow chart is given in Table

3.2-2.

3.3 System III - Data Bus

The base line data bus for system III was selected based on first-

hand experience at ITT EOPD with the development of electronics

for high speed, bursty, asynchronous data buses. Such electronics

is costly; consumes a considerable amount of space, weight, and

power; requires encoding to embed the clock in the data; and at

high data rates requires a preamble and synchronization pattern to

acquire clock and synchronize the data. By WDM, clock can be

transmitted along with the data from any of 32 terminals at any

given time. Terminal transmissions in this base line are still

time division multiplexed in a manner suitable to meet the needs

of the particular application. Figure 3.3-1 illustrates the

design; each terminal has two lensed dichroic couplers. As in

systems I and II, these couplers are identical except for the dif-

ferent fiber core sizes used to minimize loss in the system.

All terminals are interconnected via a centralized 32-input/ 32-

output transmissive star coupler. Therefore, each data bus ter-

minal is connected to the star coupler via two fibers; one is ded-

icated to transmitting clock and data from the terminal to the

star and the other is dedicated to transmitting clock and data

from the star coupler to the terminal.
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Table 3.2-1. System II - Eight-Channel Unidirectional Link
Performance Analysis.

Item Loss

Two diffraction grating couplers

(1.5 ±0.5 dB) 3.0 ±1.0 dB

Two connectors (1.2 ±0.5 dB) 2.4 ±1.0 dB

100-m fiber (at 4.0 dB/km) 0.4 dB

Total path loss 5.8 ±2.0 dB

Source coupled power -6.0 dBm

Detector coupled power -11.8 ±2.0 dBm

Receiver sensitivity (300 Mb/s nrz) -24.5 dBm

Link performance marin 12.7 ±2.0 dB
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Table 3.2-2. Design Rationale Flow Chart for System II.

Specification Design Decision

Data rate >300 Mb/s per channel Sources must be laser diodes to
meet this speed

Simplex (unidirectional) All channels may be in one
window because near-end
crosstalk does not exist

Number of wavelengths >8 Use diffraction grating coupler
to achieve low loss; use laser
diodes for close channel spacing

Wavelengths 760 nm to 847.5 nm with 12.5 nm
spacing to make use of available
proven AlGaAs sources and Si
detectors
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Experience at ITT EOPD has shown that a 32 x 32 transmissive star

coupler attenuates the optical signal power entering any one of

its input ports by 16.5 ±1.5 dB at any of the output ports. This

represents an excess beyond the theoretical power dividing loss of

15 dB. The lensed dichroic couplers are predicted to introduce

1.5 ±0.5 dB of loss in any of the desired signal path combina-

tions.

Again as in systems I and II, a restricted data code which ensures

some transitions in the data and which halves the bandwidth

requirement can be used. Since clock is transmitted along with

the data, there is no need to use Manchester encoding. The mini-

mum data rate for system III of 20 Mb/s requires approximately

10 MHz bandwidth for scrambled nrz. Table 3.3-1 shows the design

rationale for system III.

An analysis of the performance of system III is summarized in

Table 3.3-2. The analysis indicates an undegraded 8.3 ±5.5 dB

performance margin. This is not large enough for practical sys-

tems. Options are to decrease the number of terminals, increase

the source coupled power, or increase the receiver sensitivity.

The simplest solution is to decrease the number of terminals; how-

ever, this may not be a viable option for some applications.

Increasing the optical power can be achieved by selecting higher

power light emitting diodes or using laser diodes. Use of a laser
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Table 3.3-1. Design Rationale for System III.

Specification Design Decision

Number of terminals, m, from Design for upper specification
3 to 32 of 32 terminals using star

coupler

Number of wavelengths, n, Initial design for two channels,
from 2 to 8 expand if link budget allows

Digital data rate from Use LED sources for reliability,
1 Mb/s to 20 Mb/s per availability, and low cost
channel

Star coupler 32 x 32 port transmission star
coupler for isolation of trans-
mited and received power

Wavelengths 800 nm and 900 nm to achieve
maximum separation and reduce
far end crosstalk
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Table 3.3-2. System III- Data Bus Performance Analysis.

Item Loss

One 32 x 32 transmissive star coupler 16.5 ±1.5 dB

Two lensed dichroic couplers
(1.5 ±0.5 dB) 3.0 ±1.0 dB

Four connectors (1.2 ±0.5 dB) 4.8 ±2.0 dB

100-m fiber (at 4.0 dB/km) 0.4 dB

Total path loss 24.7 ±4.5 dB

Source coupled power -10.0 ±1.0 dBm

Detector coupled power -34.7 ±5.5 dBm

Receiver sensitivity (20 Mb/s nrz) -43.0 dBm

Bus performance margin 8.3 ±5.5 dB
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is not a simple solution because of the difficulty of stabilizing

the output power with nonrestricted and bursty data. Increasing

source coupled power may be a viable option.

Receiver sensitivities thus far have been extrapolated from

receiver performance data for bipolar transimpedance preampli-

fiers. Recently much attention has been given to the pin-FET

integrating preamplifer. D. R. Smith and R. C. Hooper of the

British Post Office Research Center have reported in a number of

published papers their results with a pin-FET hybrid optical

receiver. They have shown how receiver sensitivities comparable

to conventional APD-based receivers can be achieved with a low-

capacitance, low-leakage current pin photodiode and an FET high-

impedance front-end preamplifier. The design provides both cost

and operational advantages over APD receivers. Low voltage opera-

tion, stability over temperature, higher saturation levels, and

absence of microplasma noise mechanisms are among the more signi-

ficant technical advantages. Smith and Hooper have demonstrated a

10- 9 error rate for -46.0 dBm received average signal power at

140 Mb/s nrz and 0.85 Um wavelength. This is only 4.0 dB worse

than a conventional silicon APD receiver. At 1.24 pm, a GaInAs

pin photodiode was shown to achieve a -41.0 dBm sensitivity which,

with the absence of microplasma noise (a problem with long wave-

length avalanche photodiodes), is equal to or better than pres-

ently possible with APD technology.
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The pin-FET approach reported by Smith and Hooper has been adapted

by Plessey Optoelectronics and Microwave Ltd. and is currently

being marketed as a hybrid module (the CXL Ml) optimized for use

at 1300 nm. This specified sensitivity at 140 Mb/s nrz is -37 dBm

(approximately 4.0 higher than Smith and Hooper reported).

The utility of the pin-FET integrating preamplifier for data bus

applications is questionable at present because of the poor low

frequency response of the technique. However, if the technique

can be adapted for use in data buses, a considerable performance

advantage is gained. A sensitivity of -46.0 dBm at 140 Mb/s nrz

extrapolates to approximately -55.0 dBm at 20 Mb/s nrz. Applied

to system III, this gives a performance margin of 19.7 ±4.5 dB

above the sensitivity level.
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4.0 SYSTEM SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The performance of the three Air Force base line system designs

presented in the previous report sections was investigated using

sensitivity analysis techniques. These techniques provide a means

of quantifying the relationship between a change in system param-

eters and the effect of the change on system performance. Through

these system sensitivity analyses, the performance of WDM fiber

optic components in the three Air Force systems was studied. In

two of the systems, the analysis led to needed component improve-

ments. In all of the systems, the analysis yielded an insight

into component operations and a confidence in overall system

integrity.

The system sensitivity analysis was carried out by using a set of

computer programs known at ITT E]ectro-Optical Products Division

(EOPD) as the Optical Circuit Analysis Program (OCAP). OCAP, as

diagramed in Figure 4.0-1, is composed of a data base segment,

developed prior to this contract at ITT EOPD, and thr, e system

algorithm segments. The program segments developed under the con-

tract are specific analysis routines for Air Force systems I, II,

and III. Appendix C contains the FORTRAN code of these OCAP seg-

ments and detailed information on the organization of component

data. This appendix also contains example computer run printouts.
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The data base includes the sources, detectors, filters, couplers,

and fibers necessary for operation of the three Air Force systems.

Devices in the data base are referenced by nine-digit key numbers.

The first digit indicates the type of component, the second four

digits uniquely define the component, and the last four digits

indicate the port-to-port path for couplers. The data base has

the capacity to store type, part number, manufacturer, descrip-

tion, source of information, and measurement conditions for each

device. This additional information greatly enhances the capabil-

ities of the program for use in designing a system with optimum

response.

The data base is accessed through device subroutines. These sub-

routines retrieve the data and then interpolate the data to recre-

ate the spectral curve of the device. Accuracy of the data was

assured by using a test interpolation program identical to that

used by the subroutines. The data was interpolated and plotted

showing the interpolated data and a straight line approximation of

the input data points. Figure 4.0-2 illustrates the accuracy

achieved for a typical component. Accurate fits for most compo-

nents were achieved using data points spaced every 5 nm. Compo-

nents with rapidly varying spectral response required data points

spaced every 1 nm. No effort was made to fit the fine structure

of laser diode emission spectra because it has little effect on

the relatively widely spaced WDM channels considered for avionics

uses.
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The main OCAP program (see the flow chart in Figure 4.0-3) calls

for subroutines which initialize constants and variables of the

system. The device subroutines are then called in the order spec-

ified by an input file. The input file indicates the structure of

the system to be analyzed. After the data is received via the

device subroutine, the integrating subroutine is called. The

integrating subroutine calculates the power in the link after each

component as a function of wavelength. When the source to detec-

tor path is completed, the total loss of power over the path is

calculated in dB relative to the input power. Upon completion of

all the paths specified by the input file, the output is printed

in matrix form showing the loss in power for each source at each

detector as the sources are "turned on" one at a time. The matrix

also lists the total crosstalk at each detector when all the

sources are "on" simultaneously. The input file provides sensi-

tivity analysis capabilities by allowing changes in loss and wave-

length for all components. All three system algorithms ran with

excellent results. The modeled system responses behaved as real

systems would have been expected to behave.

4.1 Initial OCAP Use

The initial use of the OCAP program was to confirm the performance

estimated for the three Air Force systems designed during the base

line systems design activity discussed in Section 3.0 of this

report. OCAP was later used in a more detailed sensitivity
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analysis of the systems. These detailed analyses are reported in

paragraph 4.3 of this report.

System I initial analysis results, printed in Table 4.1-1, show

the usefulness of the program as a design aid. A first run of the

program showed more crosstalk than desired on two channels. A

spectral plot, produced by the computer program at operator

request, showed that the crosstalk was a result of poor coupler

performance. Adding additional filters to the two offending chan-

nels improved the performance to an acceptable level. Near-end

crosstalk was found to be very low; power detected was approxi-

mately 60 dB down from the input power. Far-end crosstalk,

involving channels closer in wavelength, showed detected power to

be about 35 dB below input power or about 23 dB below in-band

received power.

System II used a diffraction grating coupler and the sensitivity

analysis results showed this coupler to be a highly selective

device. Power at throughput (in-band) detectors was 13 dB down

relative to input power but-power at out-of-band detectors was

46 dB down. In a system with such closely spaced (12.5 nm) chan-

nels, it is expected that the system will be very sensitive to

changes in source wavelength. Sensitivity analysis showed this to

be true. Drifts in optical source wavelength of 10 nm increased

channel loss from 14 dB to 33 dB. The crosstalk into other
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Table 4.1-1. System I Initial Analysis Results: Path Insertion

Loss in dB.

a. Before Adding Filters

Detectors

Sources 1 2 3 4

1 10.26 11.18 55.88 55.88

2 33.30 11.55 51.51 51.51

3 62.97 62.97 12.53 13.46

4 62.92 62.92 35.91 14.70

Total
Crosstalk -33.29 -11.18 -35.75 -13.45

NOTE: Crosstalk from Source 1 to Detector 2 and
from Source 3 to Detector 4

b. After Adding Filters

Detectors

Sources 1 2 3 4

1 10.26 34.10 55.88 64.09

2 33.30 12.45 51.51 64.00

3 62.97 65.96 12.53 36.45

4 62.92 65.91 35.91 15.13

Total
Crosstalk -33.29 -34.09 -35.75 -36.44
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channels from the changing source, however, did not change dramat-

ically due to the high selectivity of the multiplex coupler. The

change in total crosstalk was only about 2 dB. Figure 4.1-1

illustrates the sensitivity of system II to the change in emission

wavelength of source 4. It is evident that drifts of more than

2 nm cause severe channel loss.

System III used a lensed dichroic coupler and the optical sources

for the two channels were set at wavelengths 100 nm apart. As in

system I, a first run of the analysis program indicated that the

reflection channel (900 nm) of the coupler was not sufficiently

selective. A long wavelength pass filter was required in front of

the 900-nm channel to reduce crosstalk from the 800-nm channel.

With the filter installed, in-band channel loss was about 30 dB

with crosstalk 30 dB below the signal. Table 4.1-2 shows the

matrix results of the system III analysis after the filters were

added.

4.2 Detailed Sensitivity Analysis Factors

The detailed sensitivity analysis for the Air Force systems I, II,

and III considered variations in key parameters on the system per-

formance. Even though many papers exist concerning the design,

fabrication, and operation of optical wavelength multiplexing com-

ponents, little published work is available for evaluation of

wavelength multiplexing systems. There is a great need for
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Table 4.1-2. Air Force System III Insertion LOSS in dB.

Detectors

Sources 1 2

1 30.26 59.53

2 58.30 31.71

Total Crosstalk -58.30 -59.53
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serious wavelength multiplexing system analysis and comprehensive

experimental evaluation of prototype systems usable in an avionics

environment. While work is needed in all areas of system reli-

ability, this subsection is limited to an analysis of system per-

formance as a function of temperature.

4.2.1 Effect of Temperature on Fiber

Work at ITT EOPD 1 and other organizations2 3 has shown that cabled

fibers are capable of operating over the military temperature

range. These studies also show that certain fiber types are not

acceptable choices for the military temperature range. For exam-

ple, the performance of plastic clad silica fiber begins to

degrade rapidly around -300 C. The numerical sensitivity analysis

does not include any effects from fiber degradation. The study

assumes that a fiber type will be chosen that does not degrade

with temperature.

4.2.2 Effect of Temperature on Couplers

A collection of journal papers on grating and dichroic types of

multiplexers was scanned for information on device sensitivity to

temperature. None of the papers contained any data on temperature

or mechanical stability. The assumption is that the mechanical

design of the grating and dichroic multiplexers can be realized in

a manner so that temperature induced optical changes in the
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multiplexer are negligible. Unpackaged dichroics vary their cut-

off frequency by only 1% over a 100 0C range.

4.2.3 Parameters To Be Varied in Analyses

OCAP was available for evaluating system performance as a function

of temperature. As explained in the previous paragraphs, multi-

plexer performance was expected to remain constant with tempera-

ture. Temperature variation, in turn, affected two parameters,

source wavelength and source power output. These parameters were

varied individually and in the coupled mode. This allowed predic-

tion of performance on systems which might use feedback to stabi-

lize source power and/or source frequency.

OCAP characterizes system components according to their spectral

response. Laser sources are difficult to accurately characterize

because their optical spectra vary with bias, modulation, cou-

pling, temperature, and other parameters.

While the unmodulated spectral line width of a true single-mode

laser may be on the order of 0.05 nm, many factors may increase

line width. Work done at ITT's Standard Telecommunications Labo-

ratory (STL) by R. E. Epworth,4 5 6 which characterizes semicon-

ductor laser temporal and spatial coherence, indicates that

individual longitudinal line widths may become as large as 0.3 nm

when modulated. In addition, even the best "single" longitudinal
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mode lasers often have two to three modes. Often lasers exhibit-

ing one to three modes may exhibit many longitudinal modes when

modulated. For example, a multilongitudinal mode laser with 10

modes spaced at 100 GHz would exhibit a 5.6 nm spectral width.

The optical spectrum may drift with temperature; 0.6 nm/0 C is not

uncommon. Even if the laser is temperature stabilized by an

external cooler, any perturbations to the cavity temperature are

only damped by thermal time constants.

4.2.4 Source Spectral Broadening

The discussion of optical source spectral broadening is limited to

two areas in the sensitivity analysis. A semiquantitative analy-

sis examining possible unwanted injection locking is considered

because laser spectral widths may become large. Data runs 2 and 3

for system II each include a single source (source 3) which has

been spectrally broadened, The line width of the spectrally

broadened source is set at 5 nm as compared with the nominal width

of 1 nm for the other sources.

4.2.5 Injection Locking

Many designs for grating multiplexers utilize a linear array of

fibers. This linear array includes the output fiber as well as

all the input fibers. This technique simplifies device construc-

tion and the fiber alignment procedure. Many recent designs place

the output fiber adjacent to the input fibers. In a system
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employing laser sources it is possible that injection mode locking

could degrade system performance.

Consider a hypothetical system where channel spacing is set at

12 nm. Suppose temperature changes or aging shortened the wave-

length of the second laser by about 12 rnm. This would cause the

output of the second laser to be coupled back into the first

laser. The possibility then exists that the first laser would

injection lock to radiation from the second laser. (See Figure

4.2.5-1.) Any injection locked output from the first laser would

be in the correct spatial location for optimum coupling into the

transmission output fiber. Thus, channel 1 would carry informa-

tion intended for channel 2.

In addition, some coupling might occur from laser output of

devices which are shifted by some integer multiple of 12 rnm. The

degree of coupling would depend upon the width of the laser gain

curve and the relative strength of the coupled spectrum from laser

number 2.

A semiquantitative argument is given to show that a probability

exists for mode locking to occur, at least with some laser types.

Consider a multimode laser exhibiting 10 modes and having a moie

spacing of 100 GHz. Each longitudinal mode may have a width of

50 GHz. Consider the case of Figure 4.2.5-1 where all the lasers
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except laser 2 are operating correctly. The nominal channel spac-

ing will be 12 ran. The normal operating spectrum is shown in Fig-

ure 4.2.5-2.

A reasonable wavelength shift with temperature drift is 0.6 nm/°C.

Thus, an 110 temperature shift could cause the optical spectra to

overlap with that of the next laser. The probability for injec-

tion locking with such a multimodal device would appear to be high

enough that burst errors could become a problem. Multimode lasers

are in general much more susceptible to injection locking than are

single-mode devices. However, modal noise will increase as the

number of longitudinal modes is decreased.

The possibility for undesired injection locking suggests a better

grating multiplexer design might have one or more dummy fibers

between the output fiber and first channel input fiber. While

such a multiplexer (sketched in portions e, f, and g of Figure

4.2.5-1) is still subject to possible injection locking, there are

fewer physical combinations which allow injection locking at wave-

lengths where they can couple into the output fiber. In addition,

events which might lead to injection locking require greater wave-

length deviation. The use of one or more dummy fibers allows the

option of sensing any stray radiation that might be present if a

source drifted from its nominal wavelength. While ITT EOPD is not

aware of any papers which report a problem with undesired
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injection locking, the possibility of such an event should be con-

sidered.

4.2.6 Laser Packaging

An additional problem that might arise in a wavelength multiplex-

ing system is the variation of laser coupled power as a function

of temperature. Many manufacturers utilize lenses in coupling

from the laser to the fiber. Some, however, employ butt joining

with the optical radiation being incident at a right angle to the

fiber face. Such packaging may utilize materials having dissimi-

lar temperature coefficients for coupling the laser and fiber.

Thus, a change in temperature will modulate the external cavity

length. Some planar packages vary output intensity by as much as

30% over a 30 C temperature change. Other packages utilizing butt

joining may only vary 30% over a 300C temperature range.

4.3 System Simulation Results

In system I, system II, and system III, three parameters are

allowed to vary. These parameters are center frequency, power,

and spectral width. The source center frequencies are varied

according to temperature changes. The coefficients of temperature

sensitivity are suggested by the literature. The power is allowed

to vary with temperature using an exponential to approximate rates

of 10% to 20%/10 0 C. Some of the data runs for system II were

executed with one source having a wider spectral width than the
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nominal width of 1 mm. This allowed the effect of increased laser

spectral line width to be quantified.

For systems I and III which employ light emitting diodes (LED),

the optical spectrum was varied 2 A-3 A/°C over the temperature

range -600C to +120 0 C. Power was allowed to vary l%/°C. The per-

formance of system II which utilizes single-mode lasers with 1-nm

line widths was studied as source center wavelength was varied

from nominal values to ±12 run in 1-nm increments. Power was var-

ied 2%/°C. Two data runs were made with one of the sources

replaced by a device having a 5-nm line width. While four data

runs were made for system I, four data runs for system III and

three data runs for system II, only the worst case performance

data run is shown graphically.

4.3.1 LED Systems

Four data runs each were made on systems I and III. Data run num-

ber 1 varied only the source center frequency. In this as in each

subsequent case the entire optical modulation envelope is varied

with the center frequency. The sources are all assumed to have

their specified wavelength and power at +200 C. The wavelength was

varied 2 A/°C over the range -600 C to +140 0 C. The wavelength of

all the sources was varied in concert. Data run number 2 varied

wavelength by 3.5 A/°C over the -600C to +140 0 C range. Data run

number 3 varied power approximately 10%/100C over the same
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temperature range. Data run number 4 varied wavelength by

3.5 A/°C and power by 10%/10°C.

4.3.1.1 System I

System I performed well over all conditions. Figures 4.3.1.1-1

and 4.3.1.1-2 show results for run number 4. In this data run as

in all data runs there is sufficient optical power under all con-

ditions. The worst case dynamic range of an individual channel is

limited to only 9 dB over the -40°C to +900 C operating range of

the system. For all the data runs the worst case of power cross-

talk ratio over the operating range is 15.2 dB which easily allows

a 10- 9 bit error rate (BER). Even at 10 dB crosstalk ratio, it is

necessary only to increase the power in the desired channel by

2 dB or less to achieve a BER of 10- 9 . At 100 Mb/s, only -60 dBm

received optical power is needed to achieve a 10- 9 BER. The mini-

mum received optical power for all the data runs is -37.7 dBm

leaving a received power margin of over two orders of magnitude.

The worst case dynamic range over all the receiver channels of

23 dB was achieved. This is a value that could be realized allow-

ing identical receivers to be used at each receiving port. If

feedback were utilized to stabilize output power, the required

dynamic range at a given port would be <4 dB for data run number 2

where only wavelength varies 3.5 A/°C. A receiver having 18 dB

dynamic range would be sufficient for all receiver ports. In
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system I there is a great variation in received power from channel

to channel. This is due to two factors. The light emitting

c ies have progressively lower power as channel number increases,

and higher channel numbers have a high attenuation because of

additional path loss in the dichroic couplers. Development of

higher power long wavelength light emitting diodes and designing

the dichroic couplers so that the lowest power light emitting

diodes experience the lowest coupler attenuation would reduce the

dynamic range requirements placed on the receivers. In this case

it may even be desirable to reduce power in the short wavelength

sources if the receiver dynamic range specification is difficult

or expensive to achieve.

4.3.1.2 System III

System III is a very well behaved system. The dynamic range

required by the conditions of data run number 4 is only 10 dB for

a receiver which would operate over the required temperature

range. The 10 dB in dynamic range is sufficient for both receiver

ports. The addition of feedback to maintain a constant power only

reduces the dynamic range required by a receiver capable of oper-

ating at both receiver ports by 2 dB. Figures 4.3.1.2-1 and

4.3.1.2-2 illustrate this good performance.
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4.3.2 Laser Systems

System II differs significantly from systems I and III because it

utilizes laser sources. As in systems I and III there is always

adequate received optical power; however, the system begins to

degrade because of channel crosstalk. A 10 dB signal power to

crosstalk power was set as an adequate system specification. Even

with a typical avalanche receiver the optical power penalty

incurred at 200 Mb/s is <2 dB. 7 This data assumes that the cross-

talk data is not correlated with the desired channel data. The

2-dB optical noise power penalty ensures a BER of 10- 9 . While the

minimum required optical power for a given data rate depends on

receiver design, a conservative estimate would require -52 dBm for

a 300 Mb data channel having a BER of 10- 9 . it is clear from the

data of Figure 4.3.2-1 that there are always at least two orders

of magnitude excess optical power for the tabulated data. Thus,

the required 2-dB optical noise power penalty is insignificant.

Data run number 1 holds the optical power of the source constant

while varying the lasers' optical frequency. This range of ±12 nm

would cover a temperature span of approximately +400 C if the spec-

tral coefficient were 0.3 nm/°C or +20°C for a coefficient of

0.6 nm/OC. The crosstalk limit of 10 dB is exceeded when the

sources are shifted >-6 nm or more than +8 ram. For a spectral

coefficient of 0.3 nm/°C, this corresponds to a temperature varia-

tion ranging from -10C io +440 C. The maximum dynamic range
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required for any channel is 21 dB. The required dynamic range of

a receiver capable of operating at all receiver ports is 22 dB.

System II fails in each case because of excess crosstalk power.

The received optical power in the desired channel is sufficient

even when the input optical spectrum is shifted by a full channel

spacing. It appears that spontaneous radiation from the lasers is

sufficient to provide adequate received power in the desired chan-

nel even when the peak of the stimulated emission is centered in

an adjacent channel. In data run number 1 the worst case received

optical power in the desired channel ranges between -31 dBm and

-33 dBm even when the stimulated emission peak is shifted by

+12 rnm or -12 nm. The channel spacing in system II is 12 nm.

Data run number 2 is identical to data run number 1 except that

the source width of laser 3 is 5 nm rather than 3 nm. Data run

number 2 fails to meet system performance requirements because of

excessive crosstalk power after source wavelengths are shifted by

more ±6 nm. In addition there is an extra 8 dB optical power pen-

alty in channel number 3 at the -6 rnm wavelength offset. The

dynamic range of a receiver capable of operating at each receiver

port is reduced by about 2 dB from that of data run number 1.

This reduction in the required receiver dynamic range is at the

expense of reduced system operating range.
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Data run number 3 is identical to data run 2 except that the power

of the optical sources is varied by approximately 20%/100 C. Data

run number 3, like run number 2, exceeds the 10 dB crosstalk limit

after the ±6 nm wavelength shifts. This is shown in Figure

4.3.2-2. Data run number 3, however, requires >2 dB receiver

dynamic range to compensate for the larger optical power devi-

ations.

4.4 Sensitivity Analysis Conclusions

An immense amount of detailed information was produced during the

system sensitivity analysis. The results showed that the OCAP

program worked well, the Air Force base line system designs worked

well, and that changes in key system parameters could easily be

made and evaluated. Since changes in key parameters (for example,

temperature of lasers) reduce the optical power and spectral

selectivity changes, the analysis methodology developed can be

used to investigate any parameter change effect which is analyti-

cally predictable or empirically known. The major problem in the

use of OCAP is making the best decisions about what parameters to

vary and how much to vary them. At this point in the development

of WDM technology for avionics, some actual "hardware experience"

would be most helpful to direct the use of the analysis program.

A summary of the system sensitivity analysis results is given in

Table 4.4-1.
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5.0 DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM DESIGN

The goal of this activity was to develop a design for a WDM demon-

stration system which is both compatible with the Airborne Elec-

tronic Terrain Map System (AETMS) interface and capable of serving

as a general purpose demonstrator through appropriate software

and/or hardware modifications.

The objective of this report section is to present the design

which has been developed for a WDM demonstration system and the

rationale used during the design development. The WDM demonstra-

tion system described in this report is also documented in a Level

B1 Prime Item Development Specification prepared for delivery at

the same time as this technical report.

The WDM demonstration system design presented in this report has

been developed with two major purposes in mind. These are (a)

demonstration of WDM equipment using (primarily) the AETMS inter-

face and (b) testing ot WDM system optical components. The demon-

stration system is a "laboratory bench" piece of equipment which

can be programmed to operate in AETMS, self-test, or individual

channel modes. Demonstration system flexibility is provided to

allow the system to test a wide variety of WDM components using

different signal formats. The WDM demonstration system design is

divided into mechanical, electrical, and optical areas. The

design effort, per the contract requirements, was directed toward
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generation of a Level Bi Prime Item Development Specification.

Detailed design of the system, sufficient to actually fabricate

the system, is beyond the contract scope.

5.1 Demonstration System Design Overview

The WDM demonstration system is a laboratory bench tool which must

demonstrate WDM systems and test WDM system components. In the

design of the system, requirements of the AETMS interface, self-

test operation, and single-channel operation drive the selection

of system functional modules. The organization of these modules

into the demonstration system was guided by the desire for system

flexibility sufficient for use with any of the Air Force base line

WDM systems.

The mechanical concept for the WDM demonstration system is shown

in Figure 5.1-1. System electrical and optical modules fit into

standard 19 in rack-mountable enclosures. For a selected demon-

stration or test, the modules will be electrically and optically

interconnected with jumper cables. Power supplies for the elec-

trical modules are contained within the rack-mountable enclosures.

The optical modules are passive. Table 5.1-1 lists the types of

modules which are necessary to meet currently known Air Force

requirements. Future requirements can be easily accommodated with

additional modules that have extended capabilities.
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Table 5.1-1. WDM Demonstration System Module Types.

Electrical Modules

Transmitter, LED

Transmitter, laser diode

Receiver, pin detector

Signal generator, AETMS

Transmitter interface, AETMS

Receiver interface, AETMS

Signal receiver and tester, AETMS

Optical Modules

Coupler, wavelength selective

Coupler, nonwavelength selective

Attenuator, nonwavelength selective

Note: Data rate and wavelength specifications would have to
be applied to most modules; these depend on the system
being demonstrated.
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An example of modular system design along the lines selected is a

multichannel (but not WDM) communication system built recently by

ITT EOPD. Figures 5.1-2 and 5.1-3 show the rack-mountable enclo-

sure and an example of a module used in this system. Transmitter,

receiver, encoder, and decoder modules can be installed as needed

in the enclosure. The WDM demonstration system design described

in this report would require approximately four module enclosures.

One enclosure each would house transmitters and receivers, one

enclosure would hold the AETMS electronics, and one enclosure

would hold the optical components.

5.2 Electrical Design Overview

In developing the wavelength division multiplexing demonstration

system, initial guidelines were identified in order to establish

the operating requirements of the hardware. The driving goal of

the system design was the development of laboratory equipment that

demonstrates and exercises fully a WDM fiber optic system.

The development system has three modes of operation: (a) direct

interface to an AETMS system, (b) a self-test mode with internal

AETMS format pseudorandom data generation, and (c) local test

capability where a data stream can be introduced directly into the

transmitters and can be removed directly following the receiver

preamplifiers for BER analysis.
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Figure 5.1-2. Rack-Mountable Modular Communications System.
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5.2.1 AETMS Mode

A point-to-point WDM fiber optic link utilizing four wavelengths

capable of transmitting the data and clock from the AETMS system

was developed. A prime consideration in the design was to mini-

mize the electronics development and complexity while designing a

system that interfaces directly to the AETMS system. Thus, the

purpose of the WDM demonstration system is not to realize the

ultimate in electrical digital multiplexing sophistication, but

rather to demonstrate the performance characteristics of the

optical components and optical wavelength multiplexing capability

in a practical system such as the AETMS. Four optical wavelengths

in the WDM demonstration system were deemed to be technically

realizable while being sufficient to demonstrate the concept.

The AETMS interface is a parallel data interface transferring data

continuously at a 10.5 MHz rate. The interface consists of 16

bits of parallel data, a continuous 10.5 MHz transfer clock, and 4

parallel control lines. Data is transmitted in groups, "points,"

which are seven clock cycles long. "Points" are framed by the

point sync, which is one of the four control lines (see Figure

5.2.1-1 for the AETMS interface timing diagram).

Upon reception of the data at the AETMS interface, data must be

serialized and multiplexed to drive the four fiber optic transmit-

ters. The multiplexing scheme selected is illustrated by the
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block diagram, Figure 5.2.1-2, and timing diagram, Figure 5.2.1-3.

The clock signal is transmitted separately on one of the transmit-

ters. The 16 bits of parallel data are serialized, divided into

two 8-bit data streams, and transmitted by the second and third

fiber optic transmitters. Finally, the control lines are sampled

during the first clock cycle of each point. These four bits are

serialized and transmitted by the fourth fiber optic transmitter.

In order to transfer the serial data, a higher frequency clock is

generated. This clock will run at 84 MHz or eight times the AETMS

transfer clock rate. It is this clock, phase locked to the AETMS

transfer clock, which will be transmitted over the fiber optics.

For transmission of the AETMS control lines, a guaranteed rising

edge will occur at the start of every point by assigning the point

sync signal to the first bit of the data stream. This sync pulse

can be used to reframe the data and clock at the receive end of

the system. Once the incoming AETMS data has been serialized and

multiplexed the four data streams will be scrambled. This will be

done to ensure transitions in the data and therefore allow for the

proper performance of the fiber optic transmitters and receivers.

The use of the four optical wavelengths simplifies the electronic

hardware in several ways. First, the division of the data into

channels reduces the individual channel data rate. With decreased

data rates come relief from the added cost and design problems
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associated with very high data rate electronics (>150 Mb/s). Sec-

ond, by sending the clock and control signals through separate

channels, the need for complex clock recovery and retiming cir-

cuitry is avoided.

5.2.2 Self-Test Mode

In the absence of the Air Force AETMS equipment, the ability to

test the WDM demonstrator system interface and associated elec-

tronics is desirable. Therefore, a self-test capability was pro-

vided (see Figure 5.2.2-1). Pseudorandom data in the AETMS data

format will be generated at the transmit side of the WDM system.

This data will consist of the 10.5 MHz transfer clock, 16 parallel

lines of pseudorandom data "blanked" every 7 clock cycles to sim-

ulate the point data, and 4 parallel lines which are varied to

simulate the control lines. The self-test interface will be cou-

pled to the AETMS interface to inject data into the AETMS data

link.

Test data, identical to the transmitted self-test data, will be

generated at the receive end of the WDM demonstrator system. The

data sent through the system will be compared on a bit-by-bit

basis with the data generated at the receive end to determine if

bit errors occur. Error counts will be generated. The data com-

parison and error counts will be configured in such a way that a

separate error count can be tallied for each optical data channel.
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Figure 5.2.2-1. AETMS Self-Test Operation Module Block Diagrams.
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Switching between the AETMS mode and self-test i,,ode will be accom-

plished by jumping with twisted-pair ribbon cable and multipin

connectors between the self-test data port and the AETMS interface

at both the transmit and receive terminals. This design is espe-

cially attractive as it allows the testing of the actual AETMS

interface.

5.2.3 Individual Channel Mode

As a significant function of the system, the ability to test and

evaluate the optical components must be provided. It must be

noted that this goes a step beyond demonstrating the components as

part of a working, static data link. Therefore, the WDM demon-

stration system will provide a separate driving capability to each

fiber optic transmitter and a direct output from each fiber optic

receiver.

This arrangement will allow the user to individually drive each

transmitter by itself or with any combination of the other three

transmitters. In addition to the performance evaluation capabili-

ties of other operational modes, the individual channel mode

enhances the ability to evaluate system performance parameters

such as BER signal-to-noise ratio (snr) interchannel crosstalk,

coupler performance, and multiplexer performance. The additional

ability to individually vary the optical power output from each
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transmitter exists. This capability enhances the ability to eval-

uate the optical components.

5.2.4 Fiber Optic Transmitter and Receiver Performance

As part of the continuing work at ITT EOPD, a wide variety of

fiber optic transmitters and receivers have been designed and

built. The requirements for the fiber optic data link for the WDM

demonstrator link are typical of systems developed in the past.

The parameters specified for the fiber optic transmitters and

receivers in the demonstration system represent an a-hievable

design capable of evaluation and testing of the optical components

of the WDM system.

5.2.4.1 Transmitter Performance

Four (in the case of AETMS) fiber optic transmitters will operate

as part of the WDM demonstrator system. The transmitters will be

electrically identical except for the choice of emitters and emit-

ted optical wavrelengths and will be switchable between two data

inputs interfaces: (a) the AETMS data interface and (b) the indi-

vidual channel data. Both data interfaces accept nonreturn-

to-zero (nrz) coded data at ECL logic levels terminated in 50 a to

-2 V. The data rate can vary from a maximum of 100 Mb/s to a

minimum of 100 kb/s. The minimum operational data rate will

depend on the low frequency content of the received data.
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The choice of optical emitters was made to demonstrate a wider

capability of the WDM components and system. The system will be

configured using three injection laser diodes and one LED. The

laser diodes will be used on the optical channels which transmit

the transfer clock and point data. The control signals will be

transmitted using an LED.

The choice of emitted optical wavelengths will be dictated by the

requirements of the WDM. The laser will be biased at its thresh-

old and driven to an optical output power of 500 uW. This optical

power, nominally 500 IW, can be varied ±400 IW. Provisions will

be made to temperature sense and stabilize the laser and to pro-

vide optical feedback for stability. The LED will have a nominal

optical power output of 35 pW with the ability to vary ±10 uW.

5.2.4.2 Receiver Performance

Four (for the AETMS example) fiber optic receivers will operate as

part of the WDM demonstrator system. The receivers will be elec-

trically identical except for the (possible) difference in choice

of detector wavelength of operation. The receivers will be

switchable between two data output interfaces: (a) the AETMS data

interface and (b) the individual channel data. Both data outputs

will be nrz coded data at ECL logic levels terminated in 50 a to

-2 V. The receivers will be wide bandwidth receivers accepting

data from 100 Mb/s to 100 kb/s.
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The receivers will use pin diodes as detectors. The pin diodes

were chosen over avalanche photodiodes (APD) because the sensi-

tivities required of the system were attainable with a pin, thus

reducing cost, electronic complexity, and power supply require-

ments. For wavelengths from 760 nm to 1000 nm, silicon pin detec-

tors will be used; for longer wavelengths, III-V detectors will be

used.

The receivers will be wide bandwidth ac coupled receivers. They

will utilize a low noise, balanced transimpedance front-end pre-

amplifier. The use of a manual gain control will enhance system

performance and simplify the electronics. The signal will be

amplified in subsequent stages and drive an ECL output.

To avoid complex data realignment problems, care must be taken

that the time delay through the receivers is uniform. Variations

in delay must be less than 5% of a clock period. In addition,

provisions will be made in each receiver to align the clock and

data channels for the case of differential propagation delays

between wavelengths of operation.

5.3 Optical Design

The optical design of the WDM demonstration system most carefully

considered the avionics applications in which the Air Force sys-

tems would be used. Optical fiber, optical connectors, and
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optical couplers considered for WDM use are discussed in the para-

graphs below.

5.3.1 Optical Fiber

The optical fiber selected for link use in most avionics applica-

tions is expected to be 0.28 (nominal) numerical aperture (NA),

100-um/140-om core/cladding diameter, all glass, semigraded-index

fiber. This fiber is preferred because the large core diameter

allows easy optical coupling and the bandwidth is sufficient for

the short links necessary on aircraft. This fiber has been selec-

ted as the link fiber for the WDM demonstration system and there-

fore will be used to interconnect the optical couplers that a

given system uses.

The optical fibers used between transmitters and couplers and

receivers and couplers must be of different dimensions than the

link fiber if optimum optical coupling is to be achieved. Optical

coupling efficiency is maximized if power is transferred from a

small fiber (small in the sense of NA, core diameter, and index

profile parameter) to a larger fiber. To ensure that the WDM

couplers in the system benefit from the "small to large" fiber

connections, transmitter-to-coupler connections will be made with

fiber smaller than the link fiber and coupler-to-receiver connec-

tions will be made with fiber larger than the link fiber. Fiber

with (nominal) core/cladding diameters of 50 pm/125 Um and
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200 lim/250 pm will be used in these locations, respectively. Fig-

ure 5.3.1-1 illustrates this use of fiber sizes in Air Force Sys-

tem III.

All fiber used to connect WDM demonstration system components will

be in the form of single-fiber cable with a strength member. This

form of the selected fibers is readily available from several sup-

pliers.

5.3.2 Connectors

The Amphenol type 906 single-way optical fiber connector has been

selected for the design. This connector was chosen because it has

demonstrated a good performance and has been widely used on Air

Force fiber optic systems. Installation is well understood and

cable strength member tie-off is convenient. The modules of the

demonstration system will be equipped with bulkhead type connec-

tors on the front panels and intermodule connections will be made

with single-fiber jumper cables which have connectors on each end.

5.3.3 Optical Couplers

The demonstration system couplers, both wavelength selective and

nonselective, will be packaged in modules similar to those

designed for the electronic items. The ports of the couplers will

be brought out to Amphenol type 906 front panel connectors which

will be clearly marked with the port designation.
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5.3.4 Optical Modules for AETMS Mode Demonstration

The optical and electrical modules required in the WDM demonstra-

tion system will vary depending on the specific WDM configuration

which is being investigated. For the AETMS mode, the required

modules are listed in Table 5.3.4-1. The electro-optical or

optical performance of these modules will allow operation of the

interface with less than a 10- 9 BER. Selection of the specific

channel wavelengths and the coupler designs will be made at the

time of the detailed design.

5.4 System Performance Parameter Monitoring

The WDM demonstration system provides the capability to monitor

and display various system performance parameters which indicate

the quality of the fiber optic communication links under test.

Examples of the monitoring of these system performance parameters

are given in this subsection. The specific parameters discussed

are bit error rate, link delay, optical dynamic range, rise time,

and power consumption. Flexibility of the WDM demonstration sys-

tem makes possible any test which can be done on a nonmultiplexed

fiber link in addition to tests unique to multiplexed links.

5.4.1 Bit Error Rate

The bit error rate (BER) of the system can be monitored with the

system in either the AETMS self-test mode or the individual chan-

nel mode. In the AETMS self-test mode, bit error pulses available
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Table 5.3.4-1. WDM Demonstration System Electrical and
Optical Modules Required To Demonstrate
the AETMS Mode.

Electrical Modules

Item Quantity

Transmitter, channel 1 1

Transmitter, channel 2 1

Transmitter, channel 3 1

Transmitter, channel 4 1

Receiver 4

AETMS modules Full set

Optical Modules

Item

WDM multiplexer, 4 to 1 channels 1

WDM demultiplexer, 1 to 4 channels 1
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at the error count outputs (see Figure 5.2.2-1) can be monitored

by an external pulse counter. The BER of the system is then given

by

number o- errorsBER = (5-1)
total number of bits

For example, a 10- 9 BER corresponds to one bit error in a 10.5 MHz

data stream in a period of 95 s.

In the individual channel mode of demonstration system operation,

a serial bit stream can be introduced at the local data input (BNC

connector) of one of the transmitters. This data stream can later

be recovered at the output of the appropriate rece'ver and tested.

with conventional BER equipment. An external clock would be used

to clock the BER test equipment. It would be possible to operate

all channels of the WDM system during this test to evaluate cross-

talk effects on the channel under test.

5.4.2 Link Delay

The time delay through the link is determined by two portions of

the link: the fiber cable and the transmit and receive electron-

ics. For an average link the delay due to the fiber optic cable

dominates the delay due to the electronics. However, in cases

where the length of the optical cable in a link is very short, as

in the AETMS demonstrator, the delay due to the system electronics

*1 is dominant.
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The system time delay can be measured using the AETMS parallel

data inputs (see Figure 5.4.2-1). A pulse introduced at one par-

allel data input is recovered at the corresponding parallel out-

put. With care given as to the rate of pulse transmission and

synchronization of the oscilloscope, the system time delay can be

read directly (see Figure 5.4.2-2). A similar technique could be

used to measure the link delay of a given channel in the individ-

ual mode of operation.

5.4.3 Optical Dynamic Range

The optical dynamic range measurements can be done in either the

AETMS or indilidual channel mode of operation of the WDM demon-

stration system. Figure 5.4.3-1 shows the insertion of a calibra-

ted variable optical attenuator into the optical link to be

tested. Bit error rate equipment monitors the performance of the

optical link as the attenuator is adjusted to vary the optical

power from "receiver overload" to a "below receiver sensitivity"

condition. The optical transmitter of the channel under test must

be adjusted to provide an output power which will overload the

receiver when the attenoator is adjusted for a minimum inserted

loss.

5.4.4 Rise Time

The WDM demonstration system may be used to measure system rise

time (RT) directly or on a component-by-component basis.
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System RT is determined by the transmitter RT, the fiber RT, and

the receiver RT. If these three values are known, the system RT

may be calculated using:

(RT) = [(RT) 2  + (RT)2  + (RT)2  ]1/2
system transmitter fiber receiver

(5-2)

Direct measurement of the system RT can be made by injecting the

transmitter with test pulses having much faster transition times

than those of the system and then observing the transition times

of the signal at the linear output of the receiver. These transi-

tion times will be the system rise and fall times. Verification

that the test pulse transition times are much fasteL than the sys-

tem transition times can be made by changing the test pulse slopes

and monitoring receiver pulse slope changes.

5.4.5 Power Consumption

The power consumption of interest in this system measurement is

due to the electrical circuit requirements of individual modules,

not the total ac power drain. Consequently, test points are pro-

vided on the module circuit at the dc power supply. Power con-

sumption is measured by use of a meter at these test points.

5.4.6 Skew

The system skew of both the transmitted clock signal and data is

of interest. The AETMS parallel data interfaces are used to
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observe signal skew. With AETMS data or test data supplied at the

parallel interface, the AETMS parallel output may be displayed on

an oscilloscope on a bit-by-bit basis. The signal will be exam-

ined for deviations from the expected duty cycle.

2
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The study results show that Air Force specified avionics informa-

tion transfer systems can be implemented efficiently using WDM

fiber optics. The use of WDM reduces the complexity of system

electronics, reduces the number of fiber optic cable assemblies

required, allows better use of the bandwidth available in optical

fibers, and increases the redundancy possible in an avionics

information transfer system. A four-channel WDM optical link over

one fiber can easily support the communication needs of the high

speed Airborne Electronic Terrain Map System (AETMS). A modular

WDM system demonstrator was designed which can exercise the AETMS

interface, 'the currently specified Air Force WDM systems (Appendix

A), and future WDM systems.

System designs were made for three Air Force specified systems: a

4-channel bidirectional 100 Mb/s point-to-point link; an 8-channel

300 Mb/s point-to-point link; and a 4-channel, 32-terminal,

20 Mb/s data bus. The designs used components which are currently

available or which will be available in the 1983-1985 time frame.

A quantitative system analysis using OCAP showed that the WDM sys-

tems designed worked with good reliability margins. The OCAP

analysis used detailed data from actual components to model system

performance in terms of the key parameters - channel loss and

crosstalk. The calculations to determine these parameters
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extended over a 300-nm to 1800-nm spectral region with 1-nm reso-

lution and covered a dynamic range of up to 60 dB.

A critical assessment of available WDM components shows that the

basic technology exists to build avionics WDM systems in the 1983

to 1985 time frame. The capabilities and performance of these

systems, however, would be greatly enhanced if some development

efforts were made on key components. These components, in rough

order of their importance include, (a) highly selective diffrac-

tion grating couplers, (b) wavelength stable laser diodes,

(c) high speed-high power light emitting diodes, (d) pin

photodiode-FET receivers, and (e) low loss, low loss variation

optical connectors. These specific component developments would

have a major impact on the avionics fiber optics field.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The WPAFB/AFWAL Wavelength Division Multiplexing Study for Avion-

ics Applications program showed, using quantitative system model-

ing, that avionic WDM fiber optic systems will work effectively

with components expected to be available in the 1983 to 1985 time

frame. Recommendations resulting from the program are in two

areas: system hardware demonstration and key WDM component devel-

opment. Hardware demonstration is the critical "next step" neces-

sary on the path to actual aircraft use of WDM techniques. Key

avionic WDM component development is necessary to ensure that

"avionics qualifiable" components will be available for systems

use. These two general recommendations are justified and detailed

in the remainder of this report section.

Actual performance measurements on WDM avionic hardware are the

only means by which the successful system operation predicted in

the study just completed can be confirmed. It is recommended that

the WDM demonstration system, designed during the study, be built

in a configuration suitable for demonstrating the AETMS interface.

Details of the components needed for this demonstration system,

and the details of the AETMS WDM components themselves, are con-

tained in the Level Bl Prime Item Development Specification pro-

duced during this study. If it is not possible to demonstrate the

AETMS link because of high cost associated with the specialized

electronics, the demonstration system should be built configured
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to at least run one or more of the Air Force base line system

designs made under this study. Demonstration of these systems

would fully verify the predictions of the current study and would

confirm the general suitability of WDM for avionics information

transfer.

Wavelength division multiplexing couplers, tightly specified laser

diodes, high speed-high power light emitting diodes, pin-FET

receivers, and optical fiber connectors were identified in the

study as key components needing development. Advances in any one

of these component areas could speed the implementation of avionic

WDM links and would increase the performance of the links. Table

7.0-1 lists these areas and the essential reasons for which work

in them is needed.

Wavelength division multiplexing fiber optic couplers are actually

the key components which provide the capability of efficiently

multiplexing optical signals onto a single fiber. The performance

of these couplers determines to a large degree the system features

feasible. Laboratory versions of the required couplers are under

development, but the units being developed are not necessarily

taking avionic systems into account. For example, many WDM cou-

plers are being developed to operate in the 1200 nm to 1300 nm

range. This range is a good spectral location ,or long range

links but is unnecessarily expensive for aircraft use.
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Table 7.0-1. Recommended Component Development for the 1983-1985
Time Frame.

Component Goal Impact

WDM couplers High selectivity, 8 nm Allow more WDM channels
channel spacing per iink; reduce link
Low temperature drift crosstalk

Laser diodes Central wavelength More WDM channels
specified and stable possible, reliability
within ±2 nm problems associated with

wavelength drift reduced

High speed, >200 MHz bandwidth with Eliminate many needs for
high power >100 VW coupled power laser diodes and
light emitting to 50-om/125-vm consequently improve
diodes graded-index fiber system reliability

pin-FET Performance within Eliminate need for
receivers 3-4 dB of APD avalanche photodiodes

receiver designs and consequently improve
system reliability

Optical Avionics qualified Permits modular cable
connectors -ith loss installation on aircraft

<1.0 dB ±0.2 dB with reasonable impact on
optical signal quality
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High coupler selectivity and tight channel spacing can only be

taken advantage of if stable optical sources for each channel are

available. Laser diodes projected to be available in the 1983-

1985 time frame will not have the desirable tight wavelength spec-

ifications unless some development specifically for WDM systems is

done. Diodes are needed with emission wavelengths within several

nanometers o the central channel wavelength. Furthermore, the

emission waveleng'!i must not significantly change during operation

or aging of the diode. This is a serious problem which will per-

haps require optical feedback loops sensitive to laser wavelength.

High-power, high-speed light emitting diodes, known to be under

development for nonavionics uses, could benefit WDM systems by

eliminating the need for lasers. Lasers might still be necessary

for systems with very high (>50 dB) link losses, very high

(>300 Mb/s) speeds, or very close (<10 nm) channel spacing. The

more common WDM systems would use high performance light emitting

diodes with highly selective couplers to control crosstalk. High

LED output power would allow tight selection of channel wavelength

by use of selective multiplexers. A key advantage of this

approach is that multiplexer rather than source characteristics

would determine overall WDM system performance and the sensitivity

of the performance to evnironmental changes. Figure 7.0-1 illus-

trates this concept, which was actually suggested by the system

sensitivity analysis of Air Force system II. Development of the
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light emitting diodes is needed along with further system analysis

of the concept. Use of this technique could radically change the

currently held ideas about WDM systems. Identical sources could

even be used for several channels.

The pin-FET receivers have the promise of the performance of ava-

lanche photodiode (APD) receivers without the drawbacks of the APD

receiver. Avalanche photodiodes are sensitive to temperature,

require high voltage bias, and are sensitive to radiation. The

pin-field effect transistors do not have these serious problems

and seem to be a very sound technique to use for avionics fiber

optic receivers.

The final component identified for development is the optical con-

nector. Currently available connectors have too great an inser-

tion loss and too great a variation in insertion loss to allow

flexible system design. The cumulative effect of current connec-

tor performance is to preclude the use of many connectors in a

link and to require high dynamic range performance of the receiv-

ers. Development of a connector and tight fiber specifications

are needed to solve these problems. Design of the connector could

be similar to current units; the performance, however, must be

better.

Overall consideration of the recommendations made in this report

shows that there is interaction between several of the components
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which can be exploited in a constructive sense. This interaction

has been identified in this WDM study because of insights p'mvided

by OCAP, the program developed and used during the study. The

three components involved in this recommended synergetic develop-

ment effort are (a) WDM couplers, (b) high-power, high-speed light

emitting diodes, and (c) pin-FET receivers. The couplers would

provide -10 ran wide channels in at least the 800-nm to 900-nm

spectral region. Light emitting diodes with spectral emission

widths sufficient to cover about three channels per device would

be developed. The pin-FET receivers for at least the 800-nm to

900-nm region would be developed. The combination of these compo-

nents would produce avionic WDM systems which eliminate many of

the problems identified in the study presented in this report.
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SECTION C
DESCRIPTION/SP ECIFICATIONS 

D~80 Dec 01

A Study of Wavelength Division Multiplexing

for Avionics Applications

1. 0 LTRODUCTION

1.1 TECMNOLOGY BASE:

Until recent advances in narrow spectral width sources, wavelength (color) divi-
sion multiplexing (achieving many parallel data channels on a single fiber) -was con-
sidered impractical. An additional factor which limited practicality was the rela-
tively poor stability of the peak wavelength ci the source versus temperature. Typi-
cal valuez for spectral width and wavelength drift for LEDs were 40nm and 0.13nm/°C
respectively. Today's laser source technology offers spectral widths of +0.lnm and
wavelength remperatur.e dependence on the order of 0.05nm/0 C.

Early studies of wavelength division =ultiplexing showed thac application was
also inhibited.by lack of an acceptable methodology for separating the various chan-
nels at the receiving terminals. Approaches included bandoass filters either of the !

absorptive or dielectric (nonabsorbing) interference type, and dichroic filters.
Typical deficiencies of these approaches were poor environmental stability, inade-
quately narrow bandwidth, angle-of-incidence dependence, and implementation difficulty.I
An alternate receiver design consideration was the development ot wavelength matched

C photodiodes of GaAlAs; however, this technology is still in its infancy and has its
own sat of implementation complexities. Recently reported mux/demux. techniques (ref.
3.4.d) with much improved performance characteristics, viz. grating devices and those
incorporating graded refractive index (GRI.1) lenses, coupled with new source techno-
logy provide the capability of multiple wavelength division multiplexing within the
maximum spectral sensitivity range of existing, well established silicon type photo-
diodes. An activity is appropriate, at this time, to study the state-of-the-art, to
investigate system implementation techniques and trade-offs, and to provide direction
for the further development of wavelength division multiplexing technology for mill*-
tary avionics.

2.0 SCOPE

2.1 PROG=A4 OBJECTIVES: The primary objective of this study and analysis effort is
to establish wavelength division multiplex (WDM) technology baseline design(s) "hich
can be used to satisfy current Avionics Information Transfer re.uirements and is ex-
tendable for use in future applications. Specifically, under this orogram "ha cech-
nology will be thoroughly investigated for its applicabilit, to avionics systems

through sensitivity type analyses (ref. 4.3). These analyses will be ;erform..ed on
system topologies and system data transfer requirements (s"ecified by the .ir Force)
which are representative of Air Force avionics applications ani at the same :ime per-
mit the full investigation of the technology.

2.2 STA--::T OF 'OK, S1.ZIARY: This statement of w;ork defines the total .-orC CO
be .roviaed b :ne contractor over a 12 -nonth period (0 months :ac.inical ef"or:'.
!he program involves:
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a. Design of several WDM information transfer systems.

b. Sensitivity analysis of various W.DM systems implementations and performance
characterist ics.

c. Technology forecast for identifying anticipated new technological opportuni-
ties at both the systems and components levels.

d. Derivation of a WDM demonstration system design.

e. Documentation.

2.3 PROGRAM OUTPUTS: The primary aim of this effort is to develop an understanding
of the baseline attributes and capabilities of WDM technology from the process for
rational selection of system components to detailed analysis of system performance.
Thus, an important output of this program shall be the concise documentation for
further Air Force use. To provide for a more thorough understanding of the "workings"
of the technology, hands-on experience is planned for in a following hardware develop-
ment contract. - The definition and documentation of a relevant '%MM system demonstrator
to support this follow-on will be a key output of this program. In anticipation of a
continuing Research and Development program is this technology area, the required

technology forcast output from this effort is designed to support projection of its
capabilities into the ,985 ti maperiod and providethe basis for an Air Force long range
(3-5 yr) development plan is this area. Component development and hardware develop-
ment, are not within the scope of this contract.

3. J GMlEnAL BACKGOUMD

3.1 PROGRAM EVALUATION: The potential advantages of wavelength division multiplex
data transfer techniques have been recognized since the inception of fiber optics
technology. Particularly attractive is the capability of full duplex operation and
use of a common bus for both digital and analog transmission. However, for military
aircraft applications there have existed two major milestones to be achieved before
serious consideration could be given to its use. First, and foremost, was overcoming
the deficiencies associated with the immaturity of the state-of-che-art. These in-
cluded performance limitations associated with existing components and non-existence
of other critical elements. Secondly, development of the technology for purely tech-
nological reasons was insufficient justification to 3ather program suDport. -hat is,
a clear systems need for the enhanced capabilities offered by wavelength division
,mltiplexing was not identified.

3.2 REQUIRED 7ZC1HNOLOGY: Recent advances have brought about the required Maturi'7
of the technology. This is particularly trua in the areas of tunable, stable sources
and wavelength mux/demux devices of the desired wavelength characteristics and quai-,
factors. Developments which contributed to chese advances were primarily impro-rad and
expanded materials technology and the subsequent capability to investigate and deveiop
innovative device structures and configurations.
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3.3 APPLICATION: Studies of A.F. electronic warfare (EJ) systems such as the Advanc-
ed Power .Xanagement System (AP.!S) (ref. 3.4b), COASS TIE (ref 3.4e,f) and the EF-LI1A
(ref 3.4b) have shown that sufficient benefit is derived to justify system redesign
for fiber optics if it's wideband/hieh data rate capability is coupled with wavelength
division mux techniques. These results are a consequence of the characteristics of
typical EW systems: multiple parallel data channels and high composite data rates.
For example, a study of the interface between the High Probability of Intercept Re-
ceiver (HPIR) and Electronic Support .>easures (ESM) in the APMS has shown that through
the use of wavelength division mux techniques the system interconnect scheme can be
significantly simplified and system performance can be improved in terms of subsystem
separation distance and flexibility for future growth.

For general, avionics applications state-of-the-art WDM offers numerous design op-
tions. With the trend towards avionics systems with distributed processing elements
and the associated requirement for "real-time" processor interfaces, WDM provides
an attractive option to routing 16-parallel line processor busses throughout the air-
craft. New avionics systems have also been projected to require 10's of Megahertz
busses to satisfy increases in system performance and new architectures (hierarchical)
under consideration. Of primary concern at these higher bus rates is the decrease in
bus efficiency due to "bus overhead" factors. One can envision the utilization of
WDM to releive this concern by utilizing one wavelength for transmission of dat-eni
and a second wavelength for transmission of conventional "bus overhead" information
over the same single fiber.

C 3. REFERENCE DOCIENTS: Documents applicable to this effort are listed below:

a. ONR-NR215-166, "Wavelength Division MultiplexIng in Light Interface Techno-
logy", IBM, 19 iLarch 1971.

b. AFAL-T-79-1165, "EW Applications of Fiber Optics", Dalmo-Victor/Lockheed,
August 1979.

c. CORADCOM, 771798-F, "Bi-DirectLonal Coupler for Full Duplex Transmission on
a Single Fiber", ITT, August 1979.

d. Optical Communication Conference Proceedings, Amsterdam, 17-19 September 1979.1

e. AFAL-TR-70-1094, "F-16 Internal Electronic Countermeasures/COMPASS TIE and
Electronic Warfare Fiber Optic Data Bus (u), "Sanders (Confidential), July 1979.

f. AFAL-TR-79-1095, "Lightweight Low-Cost ECM, Phase I1, Vol. I1, F-16 IECM./
COMPASS TIE Interface with F.O.", ITT, September 1979.

4.0 TECICAL REQUIR ;T S/TASKS

4.1 0VERVTE!W: The contractor shall conduct a design and analysis program to estab-
lish wavelength division muitolex technology baseline desi.gns w¢hich satisfy the in-
formation transfar reouirements and system topologies specified herein. Sensitivity
analyses snail be performea on the systems to establishi a performance range -or each
design using exiscing ccmponentrr. 'n addition :o deriving desizns which satsf-
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specified system requirements, the contractor shall take into consideration, during
the design process, the requirement to ultimately operate in an avionics environment
of -540C to +950C (Ref. .IL-E-540OR, class Ii). ilso, a technology forecast shall
be performed to identify new technological opportunities both at the components and
systems level. Although no hardware is to be built under this program, the contractor
shall prepare a WDM system development specification including provisions for demo-
stration and evaluation of system capabilities.

4.2 CONCEPTUAL SYST!S DESIGN: The contractor shall develop a design for each of
the three systems specified in paragraphs 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. The designs
shall be constrained to the use of available cechnology and shall be in sufficient
detail to: (1) support the required analyses described in paragraph 4.3 and (2) per-
mit the Air Force to assess the practicality of realizing a working system in a follow-I
on development program. Designs,. with supporting rationale, shall be submitted to the
Air Force (Ref. CDRL Seq No. 7 ) and approval received prior to proceeding with the
analyses. In particular, the supporting rationale shall describe the process for
selection of components and WDM system implementations, and for determination of per-
formance characteristics. Also, the rationale shall describe the contractor's step-
by-step, iterative procedure for deriving designs for the specified WD1! systems.
(Refer to Attachment 1 for topological descriptions and guidelines for the systems to
be designed).

C 4.2.1 Air Force Selected Parameters (System I)

a. ulti-Channel, point-to-po:nr link

b. Duplex

c. Protocol: One to n emitters transmitting at any one time

d. Digital Data Rate (DR): DR > 100 Mops per channel

e. Number of Wavelengths (n): n>4

4.Z.2 Air Force Selected Parameters (System i1)

a. .ulti-Channel, point-to-point link

b. Simplex (Unidirectional)

c. Protocol: One to n emit:ers transmitting at any one time

d. Digital Data Rate (DR): DR > 300 .bps per channel

e. Number of Wlavelengths (n): n > 8

?1361.5-dl-a-1481 6, -
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4.2. 3 Air Force Selected Parameters (System III)

a. Hultiterminal Data Bus

b. Protocol: One to n emitters transmitting at any one time

c. Number of Terminals (m): 3 < m < 32

d. Number of Wavelengths (n): 2 < n < 8

e. Digital Data Rate (DR): IMbps < DR < 20Mbps per channel

4.3 SYSTEM SENSITIVITY ANALYSES: The contractor shall thoroughly investigate the
performance of the approved designs in conjunction with sensitivity analysis tech-
niques. For the purposes of this program "sensitivity analysis" will be defined as
the process of quantifying the relationship between a change in input and a change
in output variables, identification of the magnitude and rate of change between
variables and delineation of critical parameters (i.e., those with the greatest im-
pact on system performance). Through these analyses the performance of fiber optic
system components, their interrelationships, and the impact of key parameters on the
capability of satisfying system performance requirements shall be investigated. The
analysis variables shall be parameters such as the number of system inputs (and out-
puts), input/output optical power levels, channel separation, dynamic range, signal
structure/formats, noise levels, and, data rates. System performance parameters such
as crosstalk, signal-to-noise ratios, and bit error rate shall then be used to char-
acterize the systems. Any required additional analysis variables and system parameters
to be used in the analyses shall be selected by the contractor and submitted to the
Air Force for review and approval (Ref. CDRL Seq No. 8 ). Selection rationale of any
additional variables and parameters shall be included as part of the above mentioned
submittal and shall describe the relevance of each to a more complete understanding
of the technology and system performance. In addition to reporting analyses results,
constraints imposed on system performance by component limitations shall be identi-
fied and discussed.

4.4 TECHNOLOGY FORECAST: The contractor shall identify component developments which
could provide for improved/expanded capability in the 1982-85 timeframe. The develop-
ment of each item shall be appropriately prioritized and assigned a risk factor. En-
hanced component capabilities shall be folded into the baseline designs for the pur-
pose of extrapolating additional system capabilities thus made available. This will
provide the Air Force with the data necessary to decide whether component development
is w-arranted to support a future update of D...M system capabilities. Identified con-
ponent developments shall be completely described. For example :he descriptcon for
source development, if applicable, shall include the following parameters (with re-
commended values): (1) optical power, (2) "avelength, (3) spectral width, (4) w.rave-
length and amplitude stability with temperature, (3) operating current and tempera-
ture, (6) optical apertures and mode structure. (7) -ode stabili:, (8) speed of re-
sponse and (4) linearity. Considerations which do not necessarily affect the above

parameters such as ease of manufacture, packaging, lifetime and rate cf dee.adacion
vit. time shall also be included. Descri.pcions of Limilar detail shall be prepared
for all components identified as reauirlnc davelou.ncnt.
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4.5 DE04NSTRATIOI SYST'C1 IESIGN: The contractor shall develop and sutit for Air
Force review and aooroval (Ref. CDRL Seq No. 9 ) a design for a ,.avelength Division
Multiplex demonstration system which is bcth ccripatible with the interface described
below (ref. paragraph 4.5.1) and capable of serving as a general purpose demonstrator
through appropriate software and/or hardware modifications (ref. paragraph 4.5.2).

4.5.1 WDM SYSTEM DESIGN: The contractor shall develop a design for the fiber optics
portion of the demonstration system (i.e., all elements between the fiber optics
transmitters and receivers, inclusive) and any ancillary electronics reauired to in-
terface the WDM system to the Air Force selected equipment interface. Specifically,
the subject Air Force selected interface is one of many within the "Airborne Elec-
tronic Terrain Map System" (AETMS) currently being develooed under Avionics Laboratory
sponsorship. Functionally, this interface is comorised of 3 channels, each of which
is 16 lines wide for 16-bit parallel data transfer, and I channel 8 lines wide accom-
modating a 8-bit parallel data transfer requirement. Each of the 56 lines are design-
ed to operate at 1.5 M~bps with a design growth option for operation at 3.0 Mbps. For
the purposes of the demonstrator the WOM design shall be optimized for the 3.0 Mbps
data rate on each of 56 parallel lines and operable at 1.5 and 3.0 Mbps. Thus the
contractor shall be responsible for design of the electronic multiplex and demultiplex
electronics required for formatting the data for WOM transmission and recovery. One
obvious possibility, for example, would be to electronically multiolex each of the 16- 1
bit channels onto one (> 48Mbps) serial line each, the 8 bit parallel channel onto
( >24 Mbps) serial line, and transmission over a four wavelength multi-channel, point-
to-point system. The more detailed specifics (e.g. timing, jitter, skew, delay, vol-
tage levels, etc.) of the selected AETMS interface required for the WOM demonstrator
design will be provided by the Air Force. (As a part of the follow-on development
program, an Air Force/Contractor Interface 'Working Group will be established and given
responsibility for developing and coordinating a detailed Interface Control Document
which will assure proper integration of the WOM and AETMS Systems.)

4.5.2 WOM PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER DESIGN: The programmiable controller shall be cap-
able of exercising the system in various operating modes and monitoring critical syster,
and component performance characteristics. A recuired feature of the design shall be
the flexibility to switch from the AETMS mode of operation to one wnich allows the Air
Force to pass compatible data signals through the '4WrDN system. Thus, an aoorooriate
switching function and input/output ports shall be provided for each wavelenoth chan-
nel and located before/after the fiber optics transmitter/receiver electrcnics, re-
spectively. Other modes of operation which are to be provided include, but are not
limited to, continuous and independent drive current control of individual (ootical)
sources,,-digital oulse (nversion 'i.e., accepting and buffering some exteraily -ro-
vided lower data rate digital signal for transmission at the higher (.AE71S) ..:),.! te-
signed rate and reconstruction of the lower rate signal at the receiver), :ulse train
generation (for examole in MIL-STD-1553 format as well as random word), and other cap-
abilities which contribute to the requirement for development of a general our:ose in-
formation transfer demonstrator. In addition to providing for exercising/driving the
WOM system, the controller shall also be caoable of monitoring and/or disoiayirg vari-
ous system figures of merit which allow for auantifvinc of digital data transfer ner-
formance. System oerformance oarameters such as bit error rate, link delay, octical
dynamic range, power consumotion, silnal risetime and ailtime (electrical ana optical.
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skew, and others, shall be considered primary candidates for measurement and display.

4.6 DEVELOP=4T SECIF!CAT0N': The contractor shall prepare and submit (Ref. CDRL
Seq No. 10) a Wavelength Division M.ultiplex Fiber Optics System Development Specifi-
cation of similar detail and content as a type B-I Development Specification (Ref.
MIL-STD-490). The build-to specification is intended to be used by the government
as the basic document in an anticipated follow-on hardware demonstration program.
The specification shall include a detailed parametric description of the .' M compo-
nents.

5.0 REVIEWS: As a minimum, the contractor shall convene, at right-.acterson AF3,
Ohio the program reviews as specified in the technical schedule. Attendees shall
include selected contractor's personnel and representatives of the government. The
contractor shall provide the Avionics Laboratory with supporting documentation (Ref.
CDRL Seq. No. 3).

6.0 GOVELMMT FUNISEED DOCT.TS

6. 1 The contractor shall be responsible for independently acquiring all information
to perform the requirements of the Statement of Work except as provided in paragraphs
6.2 and 6.3.

6.Z Documentation delineated in paragraph 3.4 will be provided on temporary loan by
the Avionics Laboratory for review if specifically requested by the contractor.

O6.3 The detailed. specifics of the selected AETMS interface (ref. paragraph 4.5.1)
required for the NDM demonstrator design will be provided by the Air Force.

7.0 REPORTS, DATA AND OTER DELIVERABLES: The contractor shall prepare and deliver
all data documents listed on the Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL, DD Form 1423).

I!
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& PR NO. FY11758100432 Attachment I

to the Statement of !ork

System Reouirements Selection ?ationale

and

WDM System Design Guide

1.0 Introduction: The basic guideline used in development of this effort was

the desire to analyze wavelength division multiplexing from a bottom-up techno-

logy view point in determining its applicability to avionics information trans-

fer and it's contribution to the goals of the System Avionics Division of the

Avionics Laboratory. The selected WDM system configurations and data transfer

requirements specified in paragraphs 4.2.1, 4.Z.Z and 4.2.3 of the SOW,

and repeated below, allow for the full investigation of the technology as a

function of topologies and data transfer needs representative of Air Force

C) avionics systems.

1.1 Air Force Selected Parameters (System 1):

a. *M±t-Channel, point-to-point link
b. Duplex
c. Protocol: One to n emitters transmitting at any one time
d. Digital Data .Rac (DR): DR> 100 Mbps per channel
e. Number of Wavelengths (a): n>4.

1.Z Air Force Selected ?arameters (System II):

a. uihxlt-Channel, point-to-point link
b. Simplex (Unidirectional)
c. Protocol: One to n emitters transmitting at any one time
d. Digital Data Rate (DR): DR> 300 Mbps per channel
e. 'lumber of 7avelangths (a): n,> S

1.3 Air Force Selected ?arameters (System 111):

a. .lultiterminal Dara 3us
b. Protocol: One to a emitters transmitting at any one time
a. 3-h-aroi Urmina.Ls (in): 3.<m <32
d. Uumber of 'Aavelench (a): <,~n
e. Digital Data tate (DR): IDbps < OR < _Oaps per channel

2.3 Svstem ?.eui-emcnts -.'r:nale: Te ritoice used b" the Air -orce in de-

riving the specified :equirmencs is as follows.
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2.1 Air Force Selected Parameters (System I): From an applications viewpoint

multi-channel point--to-point links currently represent a major category of data

transfer system configurations on aircraft. The requirement for duplex opera-

tion is characteristic of numerous aircraft applications which require command

acknowledgement. Specific avionics requirements which fall within this appli-

cation category are well documented in ref. 3.4 (b) of the work statement. Of

the many applications which could be addressed, parallel data transfer at high

composite data rates is an area which is well suited to the projected capabili-

ties of WDM. From a technology consideration multi-channel point-to-point con-

figurations represent a first logical starting point to investigate 14DM in terms

of complexity and risk. System I, in addition, will address the requirement for

WDM full-duplex operation- This approach will require the contractor to address

critical issues, such as full duplex channel-to-channel coupling which require

analyses for a. full understanding of the technology. The specification for num-

ber of wavelengths, starting at the low end of four, forces consideration of

LED's as optical sources, since they are currently the least costly and most

reliable. This, coupled with the 100 Mbps requirement, which is a reasonable

state-of-the-art data rate for low bit error rate operation using LEDs, provides

the vehicle for investigating LED/Wavelength Division Miultiplex capabilities.

The objective for analyzing system performance as a function of data rate and

number of wavelengths is as follows. At some performance level a transition

will occur where laser devices become required. Studies of this parameter vill

establish the boundar7 beyond which a LED approach is not appropriate. Finally,

the analysis of this system will consider a number of channel separation ave-

length multiple.x and demultiplex device) schemes and specify appropriate avion-

ics application ranges for each.

2.2 ir -orze 3&.cc:ed !'araeters :1.)scr U): The selections for performance

140
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for System I were largely derived as a complement to System t. The initial

specification .or *iat wavelengths forces consideration of laser diode de-

vices and Che various complexities of stable, relilble, controllable laser

operation. The 300 Mbps per channel also forces the laser issue and is a

data rate that could accommodate, for example, high quality digitized video

tpe informacon. It is envisioned chat a number of vital. trade-offs will

evolve from analysis of this system. For example, a channel density limit

will be reached beyond which operation in the 8. 0m to 0. 9nm wavelength re-

gime becomes impractical. Analyses should provide trade-offs, for example,

between data transfer over a single WDM link which includes wavelengths be-

yond 0.9uzm, vs. remaining within the 0.8- 0.9um regime and performing Che

data transfer function over Cwo or tore WDM links having fewer wavelengths

C each. 7mplied in this trade-off would be selection of ux/demux devices as

ve.l as other sys tin considerations.

2.3 Air Force Selected Parameters Svste: 17): One of the primar7 technolog-

ies currently under consideration for satisfying the requirements of advanced

hierarchical data bus architectures is fiber optics. The motivation for this

consideration is the ease with which fiber optics can, accommodate bus rates

grater than 1 -' ps. The added. option of wavelength division multiplixIng icr

such.busses has the potantJal of opening an entire new range of bus archicec-

cures and protocols. For example, to reduce bus overhead burden one wavelength,

Xl, could be used for transfer of data only and a second, X2, !or bus control.

Thus, at the same cime data transfer is occurring, the settin;-up of the naex

dat cran.iar activi y occurs on the same single ffiber bus, increasing bus ei-

ficiency. Further, given the trend in discribuced and shared processing, and

requirement :o access any processor's =emor-,, :or "dump" in case of failura. a

chird wavelen;th, 2.3, could be davoced to chat funtt.cin and czunlad -o :he same
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bus with no impact on che perfor.ance of the ocher furnctions (data and control).

Other data transfer opportunities such as these will become apparent as the

technology is further investigated. The detailed WDM parameters for System III

were judiclously selected. First, they provide the vehicle for investigation

of the lover end of the data rate spectrum, which includes the anticipated data

rate range for near term advanced bussing systems. Also, they allow for a maxi-

mum analysis cross-coupling to occur across all three systems relative to selec-

tion of optical sources and multiplex and demultiplex techniques, thus somewhat

l Lng the amount of analysis required. Ic is envisioned that given the

analysis of Systems T,. I, and ILT the performance of practically any other

data transfer application of interest can be extrapolated (e.g., high rate bus-

ses of many wavelengths).

C' 3.0 System Design Guide.

3.1. System 1.1 t and 111: The baseline, designs for Systems r, IZ and III

should. Senerally be tailored o mseet the specified requirements in terms of

dara. rate and. number of wavelengths.. owever, the contractor should be pre-

pared to make. minor modifications to these baseline designs if initial analysis

indicates that significantly increased knowledge can be obtained through analy-

sis of system of slightly greater capability. This is expected to be the case

for System II where, for eample, a baseline design of 8 terminals/2 waveleng:hs/

10 Mbps data rate offers greater analysis flexibility than a baseline of 3 :ar-

minals/. wavlang rhs/1 Mbpa data race. Obviously, other parameters besides data

rate and wavelength are pertinent for an initial description of a baseline

system and will. have to be assumed. For example, initial assumptions will have

to be made for such parameters as thatnel isolation. Assumocions and the lusti-

fc.cation for na values chosan -or a.l basalIne svsc.= d-i.n naraecers shouid

be star d -lear ' - and discussed. 3aseli4e dasim.s snould be derived eevin. in

142
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mind that, from a systems viewpoint, escablishing system growth capabilit7 and

channel capacity are among the key interests of the Air Force.

3.2 WDM AETMS System Design: The design of the WDM system to satisfy the AETMS

function shall exploit as many kay features of the technology as possible. For

example, although only 4 wavelengths may be required for the AEI.IS interface,

utilization of an 8 wavelength multiplexer and demultiplexer would add signifi-

cantly to the utility of the demonstrator. Similarly, incorporating two LEDs

and two laser diodes would provide a broader data base then four sources of

the same type. Thes. and other demonstration system considerations should be

direct darivatvaes of analysis results, and included as part of the initial

submission of the demonstrator design (Ref. paragraph 4.5 of the SOW).

143/144
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INDUSTRY SURVEY RESPONSE TABLES
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WDM Manufacturers Contacted

American Holographic

Gandaif Data

Hughes

NEC Electronics

Optelecom

Phalo OSD

Raytheon, Data Systems

Times Fiber Communications

Valtec, Fiber Optics

Harris

TRW

Canstar

Opto Electronics

Fibronics

Kaptron

23202 146



ATTACHMENT B

Vendor Surveys

Sources - 0.8 to 0.9 Vm, 1.2 to 1.3 4m

Manufacturers with devices in desired range

AEG - Telefunken

Amperex - Slatersville

Anritsu

Fujitsu

GE - Semiconductor

General Optronics

Hitachi

Laser Diode Labs (now Miacon Laser Diode)
Lasertron

Mitsubishi

Motorola

NEC

Plessey

Optical Information Systems

Opto - Diode

RCA

Detectors

Manufacturers contacted

InGaAs(P)
Lasertron
Mitsubishi
Plessey

Germanium
Ford Aerospace
Judson
Math Associates
NEC
Photon Kinetics
Rofin

Silicon pin
AEG - Telefunken
Centronic
Codenoll
EG & G Electro-Optics
Ford Aerospace
Hewlett - Packard
Math Associates
Motorola
NEC 147



ATTACHMENT B L'coftinued)

Detectors (continued)

RCA
Siemens
TRW-Optron
Texas Instruments

Silicon APD
Centronic
Mitsubishi
NEC
RCA
Texas Instruments

148
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LASER DIODE VENDOR SURVEY

800-900 rim, 1.2 -1.3 vmu
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LED VENDOR SURVEY

800-900 rim, 1.2-1.3 u
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OPTICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS PROGRAM
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C-1.0 DATA BASE STRUCTURE

The Optical Circuit Analysis Program (OCAP) data base structure

provides for the maintenance of a bank of information on fiber

optic -mponents and allows this information to be accessed as

required during system analysis calculations. Operations possible

with the data base are (1) addition of a component, (2) inquiry

about a component, (3) update of component information, (4)

deletion of a component, and (5) listing of component data. These

operations are designed for optimum efficiency for an operator

using a video computer terminal and safeguards are provided to

minimize accidental loss of data base contents.

A nine-digit reference number (also referred to as a key number)

is used to identify each component in the data base. The first

digit of the reference number specifies the general component

type, the next four numbers specifically identify the component,

and the last four numbers specify the optical path (if more than

one) through the component that the data entries apply to. Compo-

nent types and their respective codes are

Component Type Number

Source 0

Filter 1

Fiber 2

Coupler 3

Detector 4
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The four digits used to specifically identify the component are,

in general, arbitrarily assigned as components are added to the

data base. An example reference number, such as 300060502, would

be for an optical coupler, unit type 0006, port 5 input, and port

2 output. The OCAP Data Base List (Section 2.0) contains all of

the components used on the AFWAL study program.
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C-2.0O DATA BASE COMPONENTS LIST

The Data Base Components List is shown in Table C-2.0-1.
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Table C-2.0-1. Data Base List for Optical Circuit Analysis
Program.

Component Reference No Description System

Sources 000010000 800 run A1GaAs I, III

000020000 900 nm GaAs I, III

000030000 1550 nm InGaAsP III

000040000 1300 nm InGaAsP III

000050000 760 rn AlGaAs II

000060000 772.5 rim AlGaAs II

000070000 785 nm AlGaAs II

000080000 797.5 rn AlGaAs II

000090000 810 rn A1GaAs II

000100000 822.5 nm AlGaAs II

000110000 835 run A1GaAs II

000120000 847.5 nm AlGaAs II

Filters 100010000 L.WP III

100020000 LWP I

100030000 SW? reflection ]used in I, III
dichroic

100040000 SWP transmission couplers I, III

100060000 LWP I

199990000 Dummy - no loss
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Table C-2.0-1. Data Base List for Optical Circuit Analysis
Program (continued).

Component Reference No Description System

Fiber 200010000 1, II, II

299990000 Dummy - no loss

Detectors 400010000 Si, peak 1050 nm I, II, III

400020000 InGaAs I

Couplers 300010000 Dichroic coupler III

300020000 Dichroic coupler III

300030000 Diffraction grating
coupler II

300040000 Dichroic coupler I

300050000 Dichroic coupler I

300060000 Diffraction grating
coupler II
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C-3.0 DATA BASE COMPONENT EXAMPLES FOR

OPTICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS PROGRAM

This section contains graphical examples of OCAP data base

information. These examples cover sources, filters, detectors,

and couplers, the components identified to be most wavelength

sensitive. The examples are shown in Table C-3.0-1.
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Table C-3.0-1. Data Base Component Examples for Optical Circuit
Analysis Program.

Component Type Reference Number Description Figure

Source 000010000 800 nm LED C-3.0-1

Source 000050000 760 nm ILD C-3.0-2

Source 000030000 1550 nm ILD C-3.0-3

Filter 100010000 Long wavelength pass C-3.0-4

Detector 400010000 Si photodiode C-3.0-5

Coupler 300010103 Bidirectional coupler C-3.0-6

Coupler 300010302 Bidirectional coupler C-3.0-7
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C-4.0 SYSTEM ANALYSIS CODE EXAMPLE FOR

OPTICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS PROGRAM

The attached computer program listing is the main program FORTRAN

code for the analysis of Air Force System III. This program is a

good example of the programs for all the wavelength division

multiplexing systems and illustrates the flow of the program and

the size of the code required.

The program begins with initialization statements afte hich the

system specifications are read from a file previously s up.

This system specification file defines the wavelength , the

number of points for the numerical analysis, and the particular

components used. Error checking is provided by printing out a

complete copy of the specification file as it is read. The

program user can compare this printout with the desired system

configuration and can make corrections if necessary. Calculation

of the power which flows through each optical path of the system

is done next in the nested loops which end at statement 200. This

calculation is equivalent to sequentially "turning on" the sources

in the WDM system and measuring the power at each detector. After

all optical paths called out have been analyzed, a system matrix

printout is made and total crosstalk is determined.
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C-5.0 EXAMPLE PROGRAM RUN PRINTOUTS

Example program run printouts are shown in Figure C-5.0-1.
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C TH1IS PRC'PU4M ANALYZES AIR-CORCE SYSTEP-3.
C Pq'JGRAN AUTHORA: d.VIOULA .... EPT.91-JAN.8Z...

CH4PACTER*1 SK -YNO(Z),C1KE TNO.P1KEYNO.CNKE YNO,SCKEYNO
CHARACTER*) F215E H R KE~aOOEYNOCZ)
CHARACTER*4 rL Y!NfC!2)!? LZKSY'NO(2)
INTEGIR*4 CIKEYtCaKE YCKKKKTICKKKKTZ
INTEGER NV@TtFPI9SPeOPtF02

* ____ INTEG~ER NMAX.NCA r.ISTCAT ,NTASISTTASRtC_
REAL PTCTKT9,)TCT'(,PL3SS

* ~REAL FLIOLAK3A,FLIOLJSStFLZOLDNAM2 LS
*REAL STLAMOA#SPLANDA9CIOLOSS9CICAM CNjIS SLENG'41
*REAL PIOLOSSFIOLAMOASCLOSSLENGTHZPZPLOSS.FZOLANDA
*REAL CZOLOSSCZDLAN0ASCOUOWR.SDLAMOA.OOLCSS
*REAL CCLAM)AoPWR

iE4L SOSilZVA 2- 1 VALUE _IC*XT*YT-
OIMENSICN 0L3SS(2.Z)PTCiK(Z)
DIMENSION 3DLA#OCZ),PWRC2v2)

* ~ TP4EPSICN PL1OLAMDACZ),FLItJLOSS(2~,PL20LO3S(Z),PL2LAq0AC2)
DI~MENSION SCpUPWRC2).SOLANO0AC2).OOLOSS(2),SP(2),OP(Z)

* CCl~c2,C!2ININMAX, AVALUEC15C1 ), IVALUY!C1S1),LAMOA-(1SO1)
* CONMON/COMCAT/ N CATtjS1CgAT ,XCC 144,YCgC4!

COMiONC2MTAii iNTAgisSTTA6*XTCLOO)*YT(lOO)
* ~CC'4ONICON'1 SPSIZE
C REAO THE SYSTE14 SPECS

REAOC2.*) STLAMO4.SPLA4DANIIP1
- I!TIO-*)_STLANQASL-4A*NWUT__

I, ~~0 15-1-19z -____

READC 2.4) iKCYNOCfl. SCrUPWq( tl SOLANO0ACI)
WRITE(3,*) SKEYNOCI)*SCOUPWRCI)sSOLAMOACI)

is 1 CONTINUE

11 COQJTINUF
'4EAO(29*) CIKEYvC1OLOSSCIOLAPOA
WRrTEC3,*) CIKEYC1OLCSStC1OLANOA

REAO(22*1-CNRm. JIc5 ______

qE40C(Z,*) FIKEYNOLENGTN1 ,FlOLOSSF1DLANOA

IT;2C3,' ) FIKE YNOPL ENGT41 ,FIECLOSS 9FICLANOA
Fan *1 CNKFYNfl.CNLO&S

* REACCZ,*3 CNP(EYNC1CNLCSS
$ WRITSC39*) CNK'EYNC#CNL3SS

WdRITEC3,*) F2K rNOLSNGTlZFZLOSSFZLAMOA-
REA(29*) CNKETN~jiCNLCSS-

-JIF(, t4K
3 .

Nn.tNL1~S&

Figure -5.O-1. Eample Program Run C2LPritu (he 1o )
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IEAO(2p*) 0KEVNO(J)9OL0SS(J)vOLA4CA(J)
ER ITE00,) 0I(ETN' J) CO0SS(J)vC3LAMoA(J)

65 CONTINUE

We 21)a a

C CL 4 SCUtVSAND ANALILE

CALL SCUILCC1VEYNO,~gCDOSSRC10LADLOA I)

c C IRITEC39*) CNIKEYNOM

* rap, i

C WRT!3*)FKEYNO
* ~CALL F1SELRCCK!1NLt46T42LOSS .F2A0AMO

Up rTrp V-91 I ~
C__ AI t C?1N K~1f4N r~rt41 aS~)

C hRIC39*) CNKSYNO
CALL CtIUNECTRCK!YOCZ OSS)OA9*

rugtTcr*-& crwrvhinfl

c i!JIEt39*) DKSYN0OJ
* t~ALL fWtFllER tF2KENfLECJ).0pL0CS).0LA0r))

-- CALL tiNGrTncPW~rvmr.r.J)) t

C hRITEC3#*0) 2EN

CAL5SJ~~ COUPLERC2pCYRC?,JOSSCPQ(i1
c WRTTFe3.*p) 2KY3t1

-I- 20! ~ jU3* OKETCX--------------------------

CAL ZO CNINETPR(t)

20 FDMTXTl~ITfl RA
_C__ WLT_(,2VINJ____

- 213 F~qMAT(1X9ZE ---- ----- -- ------ ----- -- ---

200 CNINUE,21 CJu,2

211 FO PAT( X MO-X,12,10X,1Z)T
DCW 201t 1.21 )

210 FOR4AT IX 5 Xt'DSTE TORS '. /S.T2/
CO'IT SC g 14

A*TC3 2 1 rv - ...I9J- w1@2

- 201 -C N - NU



Do 215 J21.2

00 216 1-1.2
IF(I.El.j) G3T:) 216
DTCTKT:PTCTK!.PdQCI, j)/SCOUPWR(T)

216 CONTINUE
PTCTX J)v1O.O*ALOGIO(PTCYKT)

*215 CCVT INUE
-- WRITEC3,;17) CTCTKCJ)9J212_ _ _

*211 CQAiC1K.TiTAL CROSSTALK%,Z~vF7.Zq5XqF7.2./)
* WRITEC3,219)
Zi 218A~ t -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- - -- - -

END

Figure C-5.0-1. Example Program Run Printout (Sheet 3 of 3).
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